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Abstract: Li-O2 batteries have over ten times the theoretical energy density that current Li-
ion batteries have, but their practical energy density is hindered by a low cycle life, rapid 
capacity fade, and the high overpotential needed to oxidize the primary discharge product. 
The primary bottleneck preventing the commercialization of Li-O2 batteries are issues 
related to the cathode. The slow reaction kinetics occurring during cycling lead to an 
irreversible accumulation of the insulating primary discharge product, lithium peroxide 
(Li2O2), on the cathode surface. This accumulation can lead to the passivation of the 
cathode surface. Many studies have focused on improving the reaction kinetics and 
investigating the driving forces behind the chemical instabilities of both the cathode surface 
and the electrolyte, but few studied have examined the mechanical implications that result 
from these chemical instabilities as well as the formation and decomposition of the Li2O2 
discharge product. To fill this gap in knowledge, the surface deformation that occurs on 
the cathode surface during both the formation and removal of the Li2O2 product has been 
studied. The formation and decomposition of Li2O2 involves a series of complex reactions 
that are still being studied. Li2O2 is formed during discharging by either a solution or a 
surface-based reaction pathway. The dynamic chemo-mechanical changes occurring on the 
cathode surface will be monitored during cycling and this information will be linked to the 
redox potentials. To elucidate these changes occurring on the cathode surface, a new 
experimental technique was developed by utilizing a kSA Multi-beam optical sensor 
(MOS) to monitor the in-situ stress evolution that results during cycling.  These stress 
measurements were synchronized with the electrochemical response of the electrodes 
during cycling.  Electrolytes with different salts and solvents were used to compare the 
stress evolution occurring with the expected discharge reaction pathway that results. 
During discharging the cathode experienced stress evolution due to the formation of Li2O2, 
while the cathode experienced stress evolution due the removal of Li2O2 during charging. 
The sign and behavior of the stress shows the dependance on the electrolyte chemistry, 
which indicates the fundamental differences between surface versus solution-based 
reaction processes. 
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CHAPTER I 
 

 

INTRODUCTION TO LITHIUM-OXYGEN BATTERIES 

 

 

 

1.1 Outline of Thesis 

The thesis consists of four chapters, which are focused on analyzing the stress evolution on an Au 

cathode during the electrochemical cycling of an Li-O2 battery. Chapter I consists of a motivation 

and a general overview of lithium-oxygen batteries, the problems associated with this technology, 

and possible mitigation techniques. Chapter II consists of general electrochemistry, an overview of 

common electrochemical techniques, and an overview of stress measurements. Chapter III is a draft 

of a submitted first-author paper regarding the stress evolution in lithium-oxygen batteries. Chapter 

IV is another draft of a first-author paper regarding the impact that lithium salts have on the stress 

evolution that results when cycling a lithium-oxygen battery. Appendix A is the supplemental 

information that accompanies the draft presented in Chapter III. Appendix B includes both a 

published journal article (published in the Journal of Power Sources) and its supplemental 

information. Appendix B only includes the modeling portion of a co-authored paper written 

alongside Bertan Ozdogru about the effects of strain on sodium iron phosphate electrodes. 

Appendix C consists of a Standard Operating Procedure of the kSA MOS system that was written 

to inform other students about how to use the kSA MOS system to monitor the stress evolution
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that occurs during cycling. Appendix D consists of a Standard Operating Procedure of the assembly 

of the custom electrochemical cell that was written to inform other students about how to assemble 

the custom cell. 

1.2 Motivation behind the Commercialization of Battery Technologies 

As the global energy consumption continues to increase, the commercialization of new renewable 

technologies is becoming increasingly more important. The International Energy Outlook projects 

that renewable energy will supply approximately 49% of the world’s net electricity generation by 

2050 as shown in Figure 11. The current reliance on fossil fuels is contributing to an increase in 

carbon dioxide emissions each year. Carbon dioxide emissions have increased by approximately 

12 gigatons since 19902. By expanding on the use of current battery technologies, the upward trend 

in the carbon dioxide emissions can be mitigated and slowly decrease.  

 

Figure 11: Global net electricity generation (left) and carbon dioxide emissions (right) 

Batteries can be used in a variety of sectors including transportation, energy storage, electricity 

generation, and portable electronics. The use of rechargeable batteries in the storage of electrical 

energy generated by solar and wind technologies could allow for a much more stable supply of 

electricity. The current supply of electrical energy from these technologies depends heavily on the 

climate and the generation is variable. By storing this energy more efficiently, the electrical energy 

generated would be more reliable and would be less susceptible to large price fluctuations that stem 

from the performance alone. 
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Figure 23: Practical versus Theoretical Energy Density for various battery configurations 

Figure 2 depicts the practical versus theoretical energy density for various battery configurations. 

As shown in Figure 2, the theoretical energy density for commercial lithium-ion batteries is 

approximately 300 Wh/kg, while the theoretical energy density for lithium-oxygen batteries is 

approximately 3500 Wh/kg3. Although the theoretical energy density for lithium-oxygen batteries 

is high, the practical energy density is much lower. Although research in this area is progressing, 

and the overall practical energy density is slowly improving, it still remains much lower than the 

theoretical energy density. This is the primary issue with lithium-oxygen batteries currently. 
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1.3 Introduction to Lithium-ion Batteries 

Rechargeable lithium-ion batteries were first developed and patented by the SONY Corporation in 

19854, and this battery consisted of a carbonaceous anode and a LiCoO2 cathode. Since then, they 

have been widely commercialized and their usage has allowed for development of portable 

electronics. Lithium-ion batteries generally have a specific energy of around 100-175 Wh/kg, 

which is higher earlier battery configurations such as Nickel-Metal Hydride, as well as that of 

Nickel-Cadmium and Lead-Acid batteries which utilize toxic metals5. Lithium-ion batteries utilize 

the small ionic radius of lithium to increase the rate of diffusion across the electrolyte as well as 

well lower redox potentials to increase the overall specific energy density of the system5.  

1.4 Electrochemistry of Lithium-Ion Batteries 

Lithium-ion batteries are electrochemical cells composed of a working electrode (cathode), a 

counter electrode (anode), and an electrolyte solution. In traditional electrochemical cells, the 

cathode is the electrode that becomes oxidized upon discharge, while the cathode becomes 

reduced6. The working electrode is the positive electrode, consisting of a host structure that lithium 

ions intercalate into during discharging.  

The primary difference between lithium-ion and lithium-oxygen batteries is the type of 

mechanism that takes place. In lithium-ion batteries the electrodes are usually layered materials 

that host lithium ions during cycling. Typically, a metal oxide is used as the working electrode and 

graphite is used as the counter electrode5–10. During discharging, the lithium ions travel from the 

counter electrode to the working electrode. An oxidation reaction occurs at the counter electrode 

(typically graphite) and a reduction reaction occurs at the working electrode as the lithium ions are 

intercalated into the working electrode metal oxide host structure. The overall reaction is7–12: 

                                    Li!C + xe" + Li#"!MO$ 	⇌ 	LiMO$ + C   (1) 
 
 

discharging 

charging 
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Figure 3: Schematic of a Lithium-ion Battery 

1.5 Introduction to Lithium-Oxygen Batteries 

Lithium-oxygen batteries will be discussed in detail. Lithium-oxygen batteries utilize a porous 

cathode that is exposed to oxygen as the working electrode and lithium metal as the counter 

electrode13. A porous carbon cathode is typically used due to its high active surface area and the 

ability of oxygen to readily diffuse through its pores. The availability of the working electrode, 

coupled with the high theoretical specific energy of Li-O2 batteries, make them a promising 

technology. For comparison, the theoretical specific energy for commercial lithium-ion batteries is 

approximately 387 Wh/kg, while lithium-oxygen batteries boast a large capacity of 3505 Wh/kg14. 

Large specific capacities are needed in order to meet the energy storage requirements necessary to 

further eliminate the current dependence on fossil fuels.  

Lithium-oxygen batteries are a relatively new battery technology. The first lithium-oxygen 

battery was developed by Abraham and Jiang15 in 1996. Although this was novel, the means behind 

its discovery were serendipitous. Abraham et al. were investigating the electrochemistry of a 

polymer electrolyte that was being cycled in a lithium-graphite cell16. The gas evolution within the 

cell was being investigated using gas-phase infrared (IR) spectroscopy during discharging, but 

during this experiment oxygen was inadvertently introduced into the cell16. They noticed this when 
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the cell open circuit potential increased to around 3 V, and a potential plateau was seen at 

approximately 2.7 V. After this, Abraham and Jiang15 developed the first Li-O2 battery that 

contained a carbon cathode and a polymer electrolyte to prove that they could successfully cycle 

this battery at various current densities. After this, Abraham et al.16–18 continued to investigate the 

electrochemistry behind lithium-oxygen batteries, focusing on the influence of both solvents and 

salts on the discharge products and reversibility. Read et al.19–21 did early studies beginning in 2002 

to investigate the role of the cathode. 

 

Figure 4: Schematic of a Nonaqueous Lithium-Oxygen Battery 

 

1.5.1 Current issues existing in Lithium-Oxygen Batteries 

Li-O2 batteries suffer from several issues that occur during cycling such as electrolyte 

decomposition, parasitic reactants that result in products that occur during both discharging and 

charging, and the insulating nature of Li2O2. The primary bottleneck regarding the overall cycle 

life of Li-O2 batteries is the cathode electrode. Although the chemistry relating to the low cycle life 

has been investigated, the mechanical deformations that could result during cycling have not yet 

been investigated. 
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The cycle life of the cell and its capacity are dependent on the stability of the cathode 

electrode. Parasitic reaction products can result due to the decomposition of carbon cathodes such 

as Li2
13CO3 and 13CO2 evolution that result from the oxidation of the cathode during charging above 

3.5 V22 and lead to slow passivation of the electrode and an increased charging overpotential49–52. 

This will be discussed in more detail. The decomposition of the electrolyte is likely the second 

primary issue. Like the decomposition of the cathode, electrolyte decomposition also leads to 

parasitic reactants that ultimately lead to early cell death. The third primary issue is the slow 

reaction kinetics relating to the formation and decomposition of the main discharge product, Li2O2. 

These issues cause lithium-oxygen batteries to have a low capacity and a low cycle life as well due 

to the irreversibility occurring during cycling.  

Figure 523 shows the low cycle life of lithium-oxygen batteries without the use of a redox 

mediator. This cell was cycled in 0.3 M LiClO4 in DME using a carbon cathode. Two redox 

mediators were added to improve the performance23. In order to mitigate the decomposition 

occurring to the cathode during cycling, redox mediators are frequently used. They decrease the 

oxidation of carbon cathodes and reduce the overpotential occurring during charging23–25. This is 

highly irreversible as compared to commercial lithium-ion batteries that have a cycle life of over 

1000 cycles26. Research on stabilizing the cathode electrode, the electrolyte, and improving the 

reaction kinetics are currently being assessed. 
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Figure 523: The Capacity of Li-O2 Batteries with and without redox mediators 

1.5.2 Electrochemistry of Lithium-Oxygen Batteries 

In lithium-oxygen batteries deposition and stripping takes place rather than intercalation. During 

discharging, the lithium ions travel from the counter electrode to the working electrode. An 

oxidation reaction occurs at the counter electrode (lithium metal) and sometimes a reduction 

reaction occurs at the working electrode (typically porous carbon)13,15,16. These lithium ions react 

with molecular oxygen to form lithium peroxide, Li2O2, which deposits onto the surface of the 

working electrode15. The formation mechanism for this lithium peroxide is not always formed 

electrochemically. During charging, lithium peroxide is oxidized back into lithium ions and 

molecular oxygen. These lithium ions travel back to the counter electrode. The overall reaction 

mechanism is15: 

                                             2Li% + 2e" + O$ ⇌ Li$O$     (2) 
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Abraham and Jiang15 confirmed that the main discharge product was Li2O2 via Raman 

Spectroscopy; however, the mechanism behind the formation of Li2O2 continued to be investigated. 

In a later study, Abraham et al.17 investigated this discharge mechanism further using cyclic 

voltammetry coupled with rotating disk electrode experiments and determined that a reaction 

intermediate, LiO2, is formed first via the electrochemical reduction of molecular oxygen at a 

theoretical standard potential of 3.0 V17,27.  

                                    Li% + O$ + e" → LiO$														E° = 3.0	V	Li/Li%, 2.65	𝑉	O$/O$
"  (3) 

It was also confirmed that the formation of Li2O2 could be formed two ways: chemically via a 

disproportionation of LiO2 to Li2O2 (2), or electrochemically via a one-electron reduction of LiO2 

to Li2O2 occurring at a theoretical standard potential of 3.1 V17,27: 

                                                2LiO$ → Li$O$ + O$    (4) 

																																LiO$ + Li% + e" → Li$O$								E° = 3.1	V	Li/Li%, 3.27	𝑉	O$"/Li$O$					(5) 

During charging, Li2O2 is oxidized back into lithium and molecular oxygen17,28: 

                                            Li$O$ → O$ + 2Li% + 2e"											E° = 2.96	V	Li/Li%			 (6) 

Peng et al. conducted an in-situ Raman Spectroscopy study to confirm that the onset of Li2O2 

formation occurs at 2.7 V29.  They also confirmed that lithium superoxide is not a reaction 

intermediate during charging; instead, lithium peroxide is directly oxidized into lithium ions and 

molecular oxygen, and the oxidation of Li2O2 begins at 3.7 V and continues until the potential 

reaches approximately 4.4 V29. Due to the high overpotential during charging, as well as the 

sluggish reaction kinetics, the reversibility is currently very poor due to the high potentials needed 

to oxidize Li2O2. The overpotential needed to completely oxidize Li2O2 is approximately over 1 

V30.  

Another possible discharge mechanism that could occur is a four-electron transfer that 

would completely reduce O2 to lithium oxide (Li2O) which is shown below in equations 7 and 816,31–

33. Although the reaction shown in equation 8 is desirable due to the high number of net electrons 
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that are transferred, the formation of lithium oxide via a four-electron transfer is not reversible nor 

is it kinetically favored during discharging32. The use of catalysts affects both the overpotential 

during charging and the emergence of discharge products as well32. Although lithium peroxide is 

the primary discharge product, the formation of lithium oxide via a two-electron reduction reaction, 

as shown in equation 7, is favored when using catalysts such as Pt, Pd, and catalyzed transition 

metal carbon-containing cathodes16,32. 

                                             Li$O$ + 2e" + 2Li% → 2Li$O					E° = 2.72	V	Li/Li%				     (7) 

      O$ + 4e" + 4Li% → 2Li$O											E° = 2.91	V	Li/Li%				     (8) 

 

 

Figure 6: Schematic of Various Lithium-Oxygen Battery Systems 

A 

B 

C 

D 
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1.5.3 Overview of Various Lithium-Oxygen Batteries 

Three other types of lithium-oxygen batteries exist that differ from the commonly studied 

nonaqueous electrolyte system; they are discussed below. There are four primary types of Li-O2 

cell configurations that have been studied34. The first is the most popular, nonaqueous Li-O2 battery 

shown in Figure 6A. This was the first Li-O2 battery that was developed and studied 

extensively15,16,19,20. Figure 6B represents an aqueous Li-O2 battery, which was first developed by 

Visco et al. in 200435. In aqueous Li-O2 batteries, water serves as the electrolyte, while the primary 

discharge product is LiOH34–36. The primary electrochemical reaction occurring for aqueous Li-O2 

batteries in alkaline solutions is14,34,36: 

						4Li + 2H$O + O$ + 2𝑒" ⇌ 4LiOH                 (9) 

The theoretical energy density for aqueous Li-O2 electrolytes is 2,450 Wh/kg36. Although this is 

lower than the non-aqueous Li-O2 system, it is still much higher than commercial Li-ion batteries 

and the primary discharge product, LiOH is soluble in an aqueous electrolyte36. This battery 

configuration consists of a lithium metal anode, a water-stable lithium electrode (WSLE) to protect 

the lithium metal from the aqueous electrolyte, and a porous cathode immersed in an aqueous 

electrolyte34,36–38. The issue that exists for this type of battery is the possibility of lithium metal 

coming into contact with the aqueous electrolyte, complexity and expense of constructing a water-

stable lithium electrode (WSLE), and the possibility of the evaporation of water after a prolonged 

cycling period.  

Figure 6C depicts a non-aqueous/aqueous hybrid Li-O2 battery. It is a combination of both 

the aqueous and non-aqueous battery systems and houses a lithium metal anode immersed in a 

nonaqueous electrolyte, a solid-state electrolyte separating the nonaqueous and aqueous electrolyte, 

and a porous cathode immersed in an aqueous electrolyte34,39,40. The reaction mechanism for this 

hybrid battery is the same as the one for the Li-O2 aqueous battery. The primary difference is the 

use of a nonaqueous electrolyte that is housed between the lithium metal anode and a solid-state 
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electrolyte. By using a non-aqueous electrolyte, the use of a water-stable lithium electrode is not 

needed39,41. Although the hybrid system has the advantage of using the non-aqueous electrolyte to 

protect the lithium anode, the solid-state electrolyte separating the two types of electrolytes is 

susceptible to damage due to the growth of dendrites occurring during charging and its instability 

in basic aqueous electrolytes41. 

The last type of Li-O2 battery is the solid-state configuration depicted in Figure 6D. Solid-

state lithium ion batteries have attracted a lot of attention due to the safety considerations associated 

with the use of liquid electrolytes, most of which are flammable34. The solid-state Li-O2 battery is 

composed of a lithium metal anode, a solid-state electrolyte (lithium-ion conducting membrane), 

and a porous cathode42,43. The mechanism occurring during cycling in solid-state Li-O2 batteries is 

the same as non-aqueous Li-O2 batteries. The primary issues for solid-state electrolytes are the high 

cost and complex synthesis of the materials, possible damage due to the growth of dendrites 

occurring during charging, and high interfacial resistances that could limit the electrochemical 

performance. 

1.5.4 Overview of Cathode Materials 

An overview of cathode materials that are frequently used is given below. Since the introduction 

of the Li-O2 battery, carbon has been used as the primary cathode material15,19,20. Typically, a carbon 

slurry consisting of carbon black particles and a binder dispersed in a solvent is cast on a metal 

mesh44. Carbon black materials that have been used in the past are Super P45,46, KetjenBlack45,46, 

and Vulcan XC7247,48. The primary bottleneck of the Li-O2 battery is the cathode. Both the cycle 

life and the overall capacity are dependent on its stability.  

Porous carbon materials are typically used due to their ability to facilitate oxygen diffusion 

throughout the cathode surface, their flexibility, high surface area, and high conductivity30,49,50. In 

low donor number solvents, Li2O2 thin films accumulate on the surface of the cathode, which can 

lead to pore blocking44,51. Although pore-blocking can occur, the primary reason for cell death is 
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the passivation of the cathode surface due to the insulating Li2O2 discharge product limiting the 

charge transport44,52,53. Although carbon is the most frequently used cathode material, it comes with 

stability issues relating to its decomposition at potentials of approximately 3.5 V22. 

Due to stability issues related with carbon, alternatives began to be sought to replace carbon 

cathodes. Materials such as Au54–56, Pt57,58, Pd28, and metal oxides such as Co3O4
59,60, Mn3O4

39
, and 

RuO2
61,62 began to be used. Peng et al.54 found that in the absence of a carbonaceous cathode 

resulted in a lack of CO2 evolution and no electrolyte decomposition; however, carbon is still the 

primary cathode material due to its high porosity, which is needed to host Li2O2 deposits, high 

surface area and conductivity, as well as its low cost as mentioned previously. In order to mitigate 

the issues relating to carbon decomposition and instability during cycling, redox mediators were 

developed in order to decrease the oxidation of carbon cathodes and reduce the overpotential 

occurring during charging23–25. Redox mediators are also used to oxidize the larger toroidal shaped 

lithium peroxide molecules that are formed via the solution-based pathway. Oxidizing these larger 

particles is challenging and often results in large charging overpotentials. Redox mediators can be 

used during either discharging and charging to improve the reaction kinetics, but are frequently 

used during charging to improve the reversibility during cycling.  

For example, during charging they can be added to the an electrolyte solution, they oxidize 

on the surface of the cathode at potentials around the onset of either the oxygen evolution reaction, 

and then effectively oxidize the lithium peroxide particles as well13. This improves the reversibility 

during cycling and decreases the charging overpotentials by reducing the potential at which Li2O2 

oxidation takes place below 3.6 V, which aides in the stability of the carbon cathode13,23,63. 

Although some Li2CO3 was still generated from the decomposition of the carbon cathode after the 

use of a redox mediator, most of it was formed during electrolyte decomposition, and much less of 

it was generated compared to standard cells that used carbon without a mediator23. Redox mediators 
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are continuing to be studied in order to further reduce the decomposition of the carbon cathode and 

reduce the charging overpotentials25,30,63–65. 

1.5.5 Overview of Parasitic Reaction Species 

One bottleneck inhibiting the commercialization of lithium-oxygen batteries are the instabilities 

relating to both carbon cathodes and non-aqueous electrolytes. This demonstrates the issues relating 

to cathode chemistry in lithium-oxygen batteries. It is well known that the use carbonate solvents 

results in electrolyte decomposition during discharge resulting in the biproducts lithium acetate 

(CH3CO2Li), lithium formate (HCO2Li), lithium alkyl-carbonate (LiRCO3), lithium propyl 

dicarbonate [C3H6(CO2Li)2], as well as lithium carbonate, Li2CO3, being the primary reaction 

discharge products rather than Li2O2 
54,66–70. After this discovery, research into other aprotic solvents 

such as ethers and sulfoxides began. Gallant et al. found that Li2CO3 formed between the carbon 

cathode-Li2O2 interface in DME during discharge, and its accumulation lead to the passivation of 

the cathode surface as well as capacity fading71.  

Thotiyl et al. studied the parasitic byproducts while cycling a carbon cathode in two 

commonly used electrolytes, DMSO and tetraglyme22. Although the carbon was relatively stable at 

potentials lower than 3.5 V, the carbon cathode promotes electrolyte decomposition, which causes 

both lithium carbonate, Li2
12CO3, and lithium carboxylates, LiRCO3, to be formed during 

discharging to 2 V and during charging up to 4.5 V22,72. This Li2
12CO3 formed during discharge also 

oxidizes at potentials around 3.5 V and begins to form again as the electrolyte begins to 

decompose22. The carbon cathode itself begins to decompose around 3.5 V to form Li2
13CO3 

22
. 

Carbon dioxide evolution (both 13CO2 and 12CO2) occurs due to the decomposition of  Li2
12CO3,  

Li2
13CO3, and lithium carboxylates22,72. This lithium carbonate produced during cycling causes both 

passivation of the cathode, an increase in the charging overpotential, and a decrease in the 

capacity22,71,72. A representation of the instabilities of carbon cathodes and the potential ranges is 

shown in Figure 722. 
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Figure 722: Representation of the stability issues of carbon cathodes during cycling 

Another main issue is the stability of the electrolyte solution. In Li-O2 batteries, many 

oxygen radicals are generated during cycling that can react with organic substrates13. This class of 

oxygen species are known as reactive reduced oxygen species (RROS) which include O2
-, O2

-2, 

HO*, HOO*, and HOO- 13,30,73. The strong nucleophilic properties of superoxide, O2
-,  has led to its 

proposal as the primary culprit behind the decomposition of the carbonate solvents used for Li-O2 

batteries24,72,74,75. Although RROS react readily in carbonate solvents70,76, the same is not true for 

other aprotic electrolytes. Ether solvents, for example, were found to be stable against a possible 

nucleophilic attack by the superoxide anion, unlike carbonates, sulfonates, and phosphate 

containing solvents; however they are oxidized in the presence of O2
73,77,78. Research regarding the 

sources of electrolyte decomposition is still ongoing. 

Another major source of electrolyte decomposition is singlet oxygen, 1O2. Wandt et al. 

discovered the presence of singlet oxygen during the first charge cycle at approximately 3.5 V, and 

linked it to many side reactions that occur while charging79. Although singlet oxygen was only 

observed during charging, beginning at approximately 3.5 V79, Mahne et al.80 proved that singlet 

oxygen could also be generated during discharging and during charging at potentials below 3.5 V. 

This complicates issues regarding the electrolyte stability and cycle life of the cell, since there does 

not appear to be a potential window that exists to avoid these stability issues. 
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1.5.6 Lithium Peroxide Formation Mechanism during Discharging in Nonaqueous Solvents 

The main issues with lithium-oxygen batteries are the cathode instabilities and the reversibility of 

lithium peroxide decomposition and formation (described in sections 1.5.6 and 1.5.7). Research 

has been focused on how lithium peroxide forms and its varying morphology. The goal of the 

curvature measurements that are discussed in Chapter III is to understand the impact of the lithium 

peroxide deposition and stripping on the Au thin film cathode and how reversible this stress 

evolution is.  

Lithium peroxide is an electronically insulating discharge product that exists as a solid 

since it is insoluble in nonaqueous aprotic solvents52,81–83.This insulating discharge product can 

ultimately lead to passivation of the cathode, resulting in premature cell death. This also explains 

the sluggish charge kinetics and low reversibility due to the lack of charge transport that can occur 

through the film81. Lithium peroxide can form either by electrochemical reduction of lithium 

superoxide, LiO2 or via disproportionation as mentioned previously. Disproportionation reactions 

are spontaneous redox reactions occurring when a compound with an unstable intermediate 

oxidation state yields two products, one with a higher and one with a lower oxidation state84. The 

discharge mechanism dictates the morphology of the Li2O2 product, and affects the overall cell 

performance85–88. These studies confirmed the existence of two distinct morphologies of Li2O2: 

thin-films88 and toroidal shaped particles85–87. Although the results of these studies were promising, 

they did not understand why they were obtaining these differences in the morphology.  

To elucidate the reason behind these different lithium peroxide morphologies, Johnson et 

al.51 proved that the lithium superoxide reaction intermediate formed during discharging controls 

the discharge reaction mechanism. He confirmed this by using a series of different nonaqueous 

solvents with different donor numbers and cycling them at various rates51. When high donor 

number solvents are used, the lithium superoxide is dissolved in the electrolyte solution; however, 

when low donor number solvents are used, lithium superoxide is adsorbed onto the electrode 
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surface51. Irrespective of the donor number, molecular oxygen is reduced to form both LiO2
* 

adsorbed on the surface of the cathode electrode and LiO2 dissolves in the electrolyte solution 

according to the reaction in equation 1051: 

  																																								LiO$∗ ⇌ Li%()* + O$"()* + ion	pairs + aggregates   (10) 

Equation 10 demonstrates the equilibrium between the LiO2 that has been dissolved in the aprotic 

electrolyte (right of equilibrium) and adsorbed onto the electrode surface (left of equilibrium). The 

ion pairs and higher aggregates are other species that exist in the electrolyte solution51. In low donor 

number solvents, the Gibbs free energy is lower for the LiO2
* adsorbed onto the left surface, which 

shifts the reaction equilibrium to the left, while for high donor number solvents, the opposite effect 

is observed, the Gibbs free energy is lower for the LiO2 that is dissolved in the electrolyte solution, 

which shifts the reaction to the right51,68,82.  

 
Figure 8: Representation of Li2O2 Formation Pathways 

The differences in the mechanisms dictate the morphology of the Li2O2 product that forms. Johnson 

et al. proved that in low donor number solvents, a Li2O2 thin film was deposited onto the surface 

of the cathode, which was a consequence of the LiO2
* that was adsorbed51. This insulating film lead 

to cell death, likely due to the loss of conductivity, once the thickness of the film reached 

approximately 7 nm51. In high donor number solvents, the morphology of the Li2O2 was toroidal 
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and the maximum thickness of the Li2O2 was much higher due to most of the Li2O2 growth 

occurring in the electrolyte, which resulted in much higher capacities51.  

Although the solvent donor number has been proven to affect the morphology of the Li2O2 

that forms, it is also influenced by the cycling rate89–93, water content82,94,95, and ionic association 

strength of the lithium salt56,96. The impact of the lithium peroxide morphology associated with 

changes in the water content, solvent donor number, and the ionic association strength of the lithium 

salt is shown in Figure 913.  

 

Figure 913: Representation of the variables affecting the Li2O2 morphology during discharge 

Adams et al. used SEM to confirm that a Li2O2 solution-based mechanism producing Li2O2 toroids 

occurred at lower current densities (shown in Figure 10A), while a Li2O2 surface-based mechanism 

producing Li2O2 thin films occurred at higher current densities89 (shown in Figure 10B).  
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Figure 1089: Morphology of Li2O2 at low current density (A) and high current density (B) 

They explain this by considering the rates of electron transfer. When the electron transfer rate is 

low, LiO2 is dissolved in the electrolyte solution via disproportionation89. This most likely results 

due to the lack of kinetic limitations that exists for disproportionation since it is a chemical reaction 

rather than an electron transfer reaction17,97. At higher current densities, a higher electron transfer 

rate is observed which results in LiO2 being adsorbed onto the working electrode surface. This 

higher electron transfer rate favors Li2O2 formation via the electrochemical reduction of LiO2
31,89.  

The water content inside the cell also affected the morphology and capacities of Li2O2. As 

the water content of either the electrolyte95 or the with the introduction of water-saturated O2 gas94, 

a higher water content favored higher discharge capacities due to a higher amount of Li2O2 

formation, along with toroidal-shaped Li2O2. Although one would expect lower electrochemical 

performance, the introduction of water proved to be effective in obtaining the toroidal-shaped Li2O2 

deposits, that help prevent the surface passivation of the working electrode surface (that results 

from Li2O2 thin films). 

Finally, the ionic association strength of the lithium salt also played a role in the Li2O2 

morphology30,56,96. Lithium salts with high ionic association strengths such as LiBr and LiNO3 

favored semicircle and toroidal-shaped Li2O2 deposits in diglyme (a low donor number solvent), 

respectively56. The high ionic association strength of the salt causes the lithium ions to become 

A B A 
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more coordinated with the anion, forming complexes that are strongly solvated and decreases the 

Lewis acidity of the lithium cation56. This promotes LiO2 formation in solution, which 

disproportionates to form Li2O2 due to its low stability30,56. 

1.5.7 Proposed Mechanisms for the Decomposition of Lithium Peroxide  

The decomposition of lithium peroxide has remained a mystery for years, even once the discharge 

mechanisms had been discovered. As mentioned previously, during charging, lithium peroxide is 

oxidized back into lithium and oxygen. This reaction is referred to as the oxygen evolution reaction 

(OER). The mechanism of Li2O2 during charging remained was not experimentally determined 

until 2011 by Peng et al.29 who proved that LiO2 was not an intermediate during charge as it is in 

discharge. The following two-electron mechanism was proposed29,98: 

                                                              Li$O$ → O$ + 2Li% + 2e"    (11) 

After this, Ganapathy et al.99 proved experimentally that a lithium deficient solid-solution reaction 

occurs which first decomposes amorphous Li2O2 at lower potentials, and crystalline Li2O2 at higher 

potentials via X-ray diffraction (XRD). The mechanism occurring during charging was investigated 

in more detail by Wang et al.75 to reveal that this mechanism was dependent on the solvent donor 

number, much like the discharge mechanism. In low donor number solvents, no LiO2 was observed, 

and a solid-solution mechanism was revealed that was in agreement with past experimental and 

modeling studies75,99,100: 

                                                              Li$O$ → Li$"!O$ + xLi% + xe"     (12) 

                                                      Li$"!O$ → O$ + (2 − x)Li% + (2 − x)e"    (13) 

The first step, (equation 12), represents the formation of a lithium deficient phase via the 

decomposition of amorphous Li2O2
75,99. As the amount of lithium, x, reaches a critical value, this 

lithium deficient phase becomes unstable, and oxidizes as represented by (equation 13)75,99. This 

reaction was observed to take place at lower potentials, while the second step was determined to 
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take place at higher potentials75,99. The potential that the second mechanism begins is dependent 

on the solvent donor number. 

In solvents with high donor numbers, two primary oxidative steps occur. The first step is 

similar to (equation 11), but the main difference in the mechanism between the low and high 

donor number solvent is the existence of soluble LiO2 in high donor number solvents75: 

                                                            Li$O$ → Li$"!O$ + xLi% + xe"             (14) 

                                                Li$"!O$ → LiO$(()*) + (1 − x)Li% + (1 − x)e"  (15) 

                                                                2LiO$(()*) →		 Li$O$ + O$   (16) 

The second step (equation 15) was also observed experimentally in a solid-state Li-O2 battery via 

transmission electron microscopy (TEM). As mentioned previously, LiO2 formation could cause 

additional side reactions due to its strong nucleophilic properties72,74,75,101. The third step (equation 

16) shows the disproportionation of soluble LiO2 into Li2O2. This causes the potential to slowly 

rise in order to oxidize this newly formed Li2O2
75. These charging mechanisms were determined 

by Wang et al.75 via X-ray absorption (XANES) and potentiostatic intermittent titration 

techniques (PITT)75. This study elucidated how the charging mechanisms were dependent on the 

solvent donor number much like the discharging mechanisms.  

1.5.8 Overview of Nonaqueous Solvents used in Lithium-Oxygen Batteries 

The following section highlights the issues relating to some of those solvents, and why the solvent 

choice is important. When nonaqueous lithium-oxygen batteries were first being investigated, 

carbonate electrolyte solvents typically used in lithium-ion batteries were used such as propylene 

carbonate (PC)19,20,102–104, dimethyl carbonate (DMC)19,20,102, diethylene carbonate (DEC)19,20,102, 

and ethylene carbonate (EC)19,20,102. When these electrolyte solvents were used, the performance of 

lithium-oxygen batteries remained low. To investigate this, Mizuno et al.66 proved that the primary 

discharge products were lithium alkyl-carbonate, LiRCO3, and lithium carbonate, Li2CO3, while 

the amount of Li2O2 generated remained low67. Abraham et al. began to investigate nonaqueous 
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solvents that were different than those typically used for lithium-ion batteries, with a focus on the 

Gutmann donor number18.  

The Gutmann donor number, described in section 1.5.6, measures the ability of a solvent 

to act as a nucleophile, or Lewis base, to effectively solvate Lewis acids and cations, such as lithium 

ions. Formally, it is the negative enthalpy term for the formation of an adduct between a solvent 

and antimony pentachloride in a dilute solution of a solvent with 1,2 dichloroethane, which has 

approximately a zero donor number105. Typical high donor number solvents used for lithium 

oxygen batteries include dimethylformamide (DMF)106,107, dimethylacetamide (DMA)107–109, 

dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO)51,54,55,110 and tetraethylene glycol dimethyl ether (TEGDME)89,111, 

while low donor number solvents include acetonitrile17,51, and glyme solvents such as 

dimethoxyethane (DME)51,71,82,95,111 and bis(2-methoxyethyl) ether (diglyme)56,96,111,112.  

Table 1: Donor Numbers of Commonly Used Li-O2 Nonaqueous Solvents 

Solvent Donor Number (kcal/mol) 
Acetonitrile (AN)31,83,105,113 14.1 

Propylene carbonate (PC)31,83 15.1  
Ethylene carbonate (EC)105 16.4 

Dimethoxyethane (DME)31,83,105,113 20.0 
Dimethylsulphoxide (DMSO)31,83,105,113 29.8 

Tetraethylene glycol dimethyl ether 
(TEGDME or tetraglyme)31,83 

16.6  

bis(2-methoxyethyl) ether114 (diglyme) 18 
DMF31,83 26.6  

DMA31,83,113 27.8  
 

By analyzing the donor number, one can understand how the solvent will function as a Lewis base 

to effectively solvate the lithium cations by forming a Li-solvent complex18,75,115–117. These 

complexes that form in high donor number solvents such as DMSO stabilized the superoxide ion, 

O2
-, longer in the electrolyte solution while in low donor number solvents, the superoxide ion 

decomposed quickly18. The electrochemical performance, as well as the morphology changes that 

resulted due to the effect of the solvent donor number was detailed in later studies. 
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1.5.9 Overview of Lithium Salts used in Lithium-Oxygen Batteries 

Although the choice of lithium salt has been proven to affect the discharge reaction pathway during 

discharging, few studies have analyzed the impact that the choice of lithium salt has on both the 

morphology of the Li2O2 and the overall capacity. In the early stages of Li-O2 battery development, 

both the electrolyte salts and solvents used were very similar to ones used in commercial lithium-

ion batteries19,20. As the donor number began to be investigated, the effects of the choice of lithium 

salt also began to be investigated. Although lithium-oxygen batteries are much more reversible 

with higher capacities in high donor number solvents, these solvents are not stable with lithium 

metal anodes110.  By tuning the ionic association strength of the lithium salt, the morphology of the 

Li2O2 can be controlled in low donor number solvents56,96. Low donor number solvents such as 

glymes are less reactive with the lithium metal anode, and could improve the cycling performance 

if the Li2O2 morphology could be tuned118,119.  

1.6 Proposed Study  

Previous literature studies have demonstrated the impact of cycling conditions, the electrolyte, and 

the use of cathode catalysts on electrochemical performance and the lithium peroxide 

decomposition and oxidation pathways that result. The lack of understanding of the mechanical 

implications resulting from the formation and the decomposition mechanisms of the lithium 

peroxide product during discharge has been studied minimally. The goal of the research plan is to 

elucidate the complex surface reactions taking place on the cathode electrode during the oxygen 

evolution and reduction reactions.  This is driven by the hypothesis that the competing surface 

phenomena on the cathode can be identified by probing the interfacial mechanical deformations 

taking place on a nano-scale level during electrochemical cycling.  This hypothesis will be verified 

by conducting a series of in situ mechanical measurements while cycling lithium-oxygen batteries 

in different electrolytes. To achieve this, a novel experimental setup has been developed that will 

monitor the in situ stress evolution that takes place during electrochemical cycling. The generation 

of surface stress can be associated with ion adsorption, film formation, and both the nucleation and 
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decomposition of reaction products on the cathode surface.  The impact that the electrolyte salt has 

on the surface reaction dynamics will also be analyzed during both discharging and charging.  The 

outcome of this project will generate newfound knowledge of the reaction processes occurring on 

lithium-oxygen battery cathodes and will provide a new perspective on the competing faradaic 

(electrochemical oxidation and reduction) along with non-faradaic (adsorption and dissolution) 

surface processes.   
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CHAPTER II 
 

 

INTRODUCTION TO ELECTROCHEMICAL SYSTEMS AND STRESS 

 

 

2.1 Introduction to Electrochemical Systems 

A traditional electrochemical cell houses two electrodes and an electrolyte solution. The two 

electrodes are referred to as the anode (negative electrode), and the cathode (positive electrode). 

An external conductor is used to connect the two electrodes to allow electrons to move from one 

electrode to the other. At the anode electrode, ions are oxidized (lose electrons). At the cathode 

electrode, ions are reduced (gain electrons). Since two reactions are taking place (one at the anode 

and one at the cathode) each are typically written as half-cell reactions6. An electrolyte is the 

medium between the two electrodes that can either be a liquid or a solid. The electrolyte is 

electronically insulating and serves as a medium to diffuse charged ions to carry current from one 

electrode to the other6. When a current is applied to the external conductor, the charged ions diffuse 

through the electrolyte and a heterogeneous reaction takes place on the electrode surface6. This 

reaction is heterogeneous because it occurs on the surface of the electrode6. 

The anode electrode causes the charged ions to become oxidized (lose electrons) on the electrode 

surface, while the cathode electrode causes the charged ions to become reduced (gain electrons) on 

the electrode surface. When cycling a traditional lithium-ion battery, during discharge, the electrons 

travel from the counter electrode to the working electrode. An oxidation reaction takes place at the 

counter electrode and lithium ions travel to the working electrode and are. During charging, the 
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reverse reaction takes place. The electrons travel from the working to the counter electrode. An 

oxidation reaction occurs at the working electrode and lithium ions travel back to the counter 

electrode and are reduced. 

 

Figure 11: Representation of a Rechargeable Battery 

In rechargeable batteries, electrons flow from the anode to the cathode. This can be confusing 

terminology, however, because the electrons are being passed from one electrode to the other which 

changes the sign convention of the electrodes. To prevent confusion, the terms working and counter 

electrode are assigned. The counter electrode begins as the negative electrode (such as lithium foil), 

while the working electrode begins as the positive electrode (metal oxide or porous carbon). During 

discharge, metal ions are oxidized at the counter electrode and are reduced on the working electrode 

surface. During charging, metal ions are oxidized at the working electrode and travel back to the 

counter electrode. 

The flow of current is opposite to the direction of electron flow in order to balance the net 

charge. This means, that when discharging a rechargeable battery, the electrons would flow from 

the counter electrode to the working electrode, while the current would flow from the working 

electrode to the counter electrode6. As far as the sign convention of the current is concerned, when 

the cell is discharged (electrons move from the counter to working electrode) the sign of the current 
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is negative. When the cell is charged, the sign of the current is positive. When no current is being 

supplied to the cell, there are no reactions happening at either electrode and the cell is at open 

circuit. 

2.2 Introduction to Terminology  

A plethora of electrochemical systems exist, and the performance of each can be analyzed in 

many ways. One way to characterize an electrochemical system is to measure its current density. 

The current density is the amount of current that is being applied to the cell divided by the active 

area of the electrode (A/m2).  

                                                       Current	Density = -
.

    (17) 
This term will frequently be used to describe electrochemical experiments that will be discussed in 

later chapters. Since the current density has both a specific sign and magnitude, it is a vector. The 

direction of the flow describes the movement of ions. Another way to characterize the 

electrochemical performance of a cell is to calculate its capacity. The capacity of the cell is a 

measure of its ability to store charge. The equation for the theoretical capacity is given in equation 

17 below6: 

                                                  Theoretical	Capacity = 	/01
2

    (18) 

In equation 18, m represents the mass of the electrode’s active material (g) while M is the molecular 

weight (g/mol). F is the Faraday’s constant (96485 Coulombs/mol), and n is the number of electrons 

transferred during the electrochemical reaction6. 

Electrochemical measurements can aid in the understanding of both the cell performance 

and the reactions happening within the cell. The two most common parameters that can be used to 

analyze the cell’s performance are the potential and the current120. Although they cannot both be 

independent variables due to their dependence on each other, one can be controlled while analyzing 

the behavior of the other. 
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The cell potential controls the species (free ions) within the electrolyte. In an electrochemical cell, 

the oxidation-reduction reactions depend on the cell’s potential. By monitoring the potential, the 

state of the reaction can be determined. For example, if the electrochemical reduction of molecular 

oxygen occurs at a theoretical standard potential of 3.0 V, then LiO2 is formed at a potential of 3.0 

V versus a Li/Li+ reference electrode. This is the potential at which this reaction proceeds.  

                                                    Li% + O$ + e" → LiO$																𝐸° = 3.0	V	Li/Li%  (19) 
 

2.3 Introduction to Electrochemical Analysis Techniques 

2.3.1 Cyclic Voltammetry 

During cyclic voltammetry, the potential of the working electrode is controlled for the duration of 

the experiment. The potential of the working electrode is linearly scanned in two directions at a 

specific rate measured in V/s. First, the cell is scanned in the negative direction, which discharges 

the cell. During the cathodic scan in a two-electrode electrochemical cell, the ions from the counter 

electrode are oxidized (lose electrons) and travel to the working electrode where they are reduced 

(gains electrons). After the scan in the cathodic scan is complete, the cell is scanned in the opposite 

direction (positive) at the same rate. This scan is referred to as the anodic scan and it charges the 

battery. The ions are oxidized at the working electrode and travel back to the counter electrode 

where they are reduced again. One complete cycle in cyclic voltammetry consists of one cathodic 

and one anodic scan. The ions would be oxidized at the working electrode and would travel to the 

counter electrode where they would be reduced again. The diffusion of the species in the electrolyte 

controls the current response in the cell. Common reasons to use cyclic voltammetry include the 

analysis of overpotential, the degree of reversibility of the electrochemical reaction, determination 

of the diffusion coefficient of the species in the electrolyte, and to analyze the interfacial 

phenomena occurring in the cell121. 
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Figure 12: Schematic of the potential versus time in a cyclic voltammogram 

 

 

Figure 136: Current density versus potential for a cyclic voltammogram 

Figure 136 is a plot of a cyclic voltammogram. The current density is plotted against the potential. 

Three cyclic voltammograms are shown with slightly different shapes. The peak current is the 

highest current density that is obtained during each scan. This peak represents either a reduction 

reaction (cathodic scan) or an oxidation reaction (anodic scan) that takes place during cycling. The 
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higher the peak current, the faster the reaction kinetics are6. The scan rate also influences the peak 

current. The faster the scan rate, the higher the peak current in both the cathodic and anodic scan6. 

Figure 136 also shows that the potentials at each peak become farther from one another. In a 

reversible system, the cycles in a cyclic voltammogram have a peak occurring at the same 

potentials. As the reaction becomes less reversible, the potentials at each peak move farther apart, 

and in an irreversible system only one peak exists. Cyclic voltammograms are commonly used to 

characterize new systems in order to analyze the reaction kinetics, reversibility of the system, and 

the potentials at which the current increases. 

2.3.2 Linear Sweep Voltammetry 

Linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) is very similar to cyclic voltammetry. During cyclic 

voltammetry, the potential of the working electrode is linearly scanned in two directions, but in 

linear sweep voltammetry the potential is only scanned in one direction. The cell can be swept in 

the negative direction (cathodic scan) or in the positive direction (anodic scan) as shown in Figure 

13. 

 

Figure 14: Schematic of the potential versus time during linear sweep voltammetry 
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2.3.3 Galvanostatic Cycling 

During galvanostatic cycling, the current is kept constant and the potential is monitored. The 

current that is applied can be arbitrary or it can be applied in terms of an electrode’s mass or area. 

During discharge, the applied current is negative and the active ions are oxidized at the counter 

electrode and are reduced at the working electrode. During charge, the applied current is positive 

and the active ions are oxidized at the working electrode and are reduced at the counter electrode. 

One galvanostatic cycle consists of one discharge cycle and one charge cycle. 

Galvanostatic plots show how the potential in the cell changes over time. The potential will 

plateau when either an oxidation or a reduction reaction takes place. For example, when discharging 

a Li-O2 battery, lithium ions are oxidized at the counter electrode (lithium foil) and travel through 

the electrolyte to the working electrode. The potential plateau occurring during discharge represents 

the formation of the discharge product, Li2O2, that deposits on the surface of the working electrode. 

The potential plateau occurring during charge represents the oxidation of this discharge product, 

Li2O2, at the working electrode and the migration of the oxidized lithium ions back to the counter 

electrode (lithium foil) where the lithium ions are reduced again. A galvanostatic cycling plot is 

shown in Figure 15. 

 

Figure 15: Schematic of the current evolution over time during galvanostatic cycling 
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The galvanostatic plot is also plotted with respect to the cell’s capacity. The capacity of the cell is 

a measure of its ability to store charge as described previously. The specific capacity can also be 

easily determined by using galvanostatic cycling. The capacity can be measured in terms of the 

active electrode area or the mass of the electrode. The equation for the areal capacity is shown in 

equation 20: 

                                                    Areal	Capacity	(.3
/!):	

-4"#"$%
.

    (20) 

Typically, these capacities are separated for charging and discharging reactions. t565*7  is the 

duration of either the discharge or the charge cycle (hours), I is the current being applied to the cell 

(A), and A is the active area of the working electrode surface (m2). 

 

Figure 16: One full galvanostatic cycle of a gold cathode vs a lithium anode in a 1 M LiNO3 in 
DMSO electrolyte solution at an applied current of 10 µA/cm2 

2.3.4 Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy 

Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) uses the impedance in the cell to better understand 

the relationship between the current and the voltage in an electrochemical system. The impedance 

is a measure of a system’s resistance to current flow6. Ohm’s law is used to relate the resistance to 

the voltage and the current as shown below in equation 206: 
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                                                                   V = IR      (21) 

When performing EIS, the voltage is typically oscillated over a specified frequency range and the 

output signal is measured to obtain the impedance of the system. This can complicate the 

impedance calculation due to the phase shift between the input oscillating voltage and the current 

response, but this will be discussed later. The impedance of the system can be used to fit an 

equivalent circuit diagram. These diagrams can become very complicated, but a simple Randle’s 

circuit can model the electrical response of an electrochemical system6. The Randle’s circuit, shown 

in Figure 17, consists of two resistors and a capacitor6. The resistor in parallel with the capacitor 

represents the charge-transfer resistance, Rf, while the capacitor in the circuit represents double-

layer charging, C. The sum of these two currents represent the total current evolution of the system. 

The resistor in series with the circuit represents the electrolyte resistance, R8 	6. 

 

Figure 176: Randle’s circuit to model the electrical response of electrochemical systems 

 

In Figure 17, CE represents the counter electrode and WE represents the working electrode. The 

two variables in the circuit represent the two ways that current can flow to the electrode surface. 

Double-layer charging, C, does not involve electron transfer and is a non-faradaic current, while 

the charge-transfer resistance, Rf, represents the current evolution that is due to electrons being 

transferred at the electrode surface (reduction/oxidation reactions)6. 
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The impedance of a resistor is simple to calculate. To obtain the impedance for the resistor, 

the equation is6: 

                                                                    Z = R     (22) 
Where the impedance is Z and the resistance is R. The correlation between the current and the 

voltage for a capacitor is more difficult to calculate. The time-dependent relationship is given 

below6: 

                                                                 I(t) = C 9:(4)
94

     (23) 

Since the input voltage is oscillating, it can be described by the sum of both a cosine and sine wave 

as shown below in equation 246: 

                                                 V(t) = ∆V[cos(ωt) + jsin(ωt)]     (24) 

This equation can be plugged into equation 23 to obtain the time-dependent current response. The 

relationship between the impedance, the voltage, and the current is as follows6: 

                                           Z(ω) = :(4)
-(4)

= r(cosφ + jsinφ) = − #
;<
j   (25) 

As shown in equation 25, the impedance has both a real and an imaginary component and is not 

time dependent. Generally, Nyquist plots are used to analyze the impedance experimentally 

because they have both a real and an imaginary axis. A schematic of a Nyquist plot is shown in 

Figure 18. 
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Figure 18: Representation of an Electrochemical Impedance Spectroscopy plot 

In Figure 18, R8 is a measure of the resistance of current flow through the electrolyte. R= is the 

charge-transfer resistance that represents the current evolution that is due to oxidation/reduction 

reactions occurring on the electrode surface. As mentioned previously, the double-layer charging 

capacitance, C, does not involve electron transfer and is a non-faradaic current. This capacitance 

can be calculated experimentally using the following equation6:  

                                                      	ω = #
>&<

     (26) 
 

2.4 Introduction to Stress 

Materials are exposed to both structural and interfacial deformations during a variety of chemical 

processes that cause stress generation122. This stress generation can lower the lifetime of materials 

and impact their structural integrity. This motivates research to investigate the mechanisms that 

cause stress generation, and how to design materials with this in mind. Research has been conducted 

in the areas of electrodeposition123,124, corrosion125–127, electrocatalysis128, electrodeposition129, Li-

ion batteries130,131, and solid-oxide fuel cells132 to identify the mechanisms behind stress generation 

for each of these applications. In order to better understand how the stress is generated and evolves 

during these chemical processes, in-situ techniques have been developed to measure changes in the 
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stress with respect to a variety of variables such as time, applied potential, and growth rate of the 

deposited film 133–137.  

Stress evolution in materials can be determined using both X-ray Diffraction (XRD) and 

by measuring the curvature125.  X-ray Diffraction can only be used on crystalline materials and it is 

a very sensitive technique138. Since curvature measurement techniques can be used to monitor the 

stress evolution in both crystalline and non-crystalline materials, it is used very frequently. In order 

to calculate the stress evolution in materials using curvature measurement techniques, the Stoney’s 

equation can be used. The Stoney’s equation directly relates the curvature to the stress evolution in 

materials, and it can be used in a variety of curvature measurement techniques. One requirement to 

use Stoney’s equation is the use of an inert, stiff substrate when performing the curvature 

measurements. Stress evolution induces bending in materials, which leads to curvature evolution. 

The relationship between this curvature and the stress generation is given below in the Stoney’s 

equation 139,140:  

                                                   F = ∫ σdh&
'!
( = )'"

#*
+(-./)

      (27) 

Where F represents the in-plane force per unit width of the film, Es is the substrate’s Young’s 

Modulus, ν is Poissons ratio of the substrate, and hs is the substrate thickness. The substrate 

curvature is represented by κ.  The application of Stoney’s equation requires the following 

conditions125,141:   

• The thickness of the deposited film, ℎ? has to be much greater than the thickness of the 

substrate 𝑓 by an order of 103  

• The thickness of the substrate is minimal compared to its lateral directions   

• The length of the substrate must be greater than the width of the substrate  

• The film and the substrate are both linearly elastic, homogeneous and isotropic  

• The strain and rotations of the film are both infinitesimal 

• The edge effects near the outermost edges of the substrate are assumed to be negligible 
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2.5 Techniques to monitor curvature 

There are several techniques developed to monitor in-situ curvature evolution in substrates during 

electrochemical cycling such as a single-beam deflectometry142, a single-beam scanning 

deflectometry137,143, a mult-beam optical sensor (kSA MOS)123,144, phase-shifting curvature 

interferometry145, and dilatometry146.  In single-beam deflectometry, a single laser beam is reflected 

off of the sample surface and travels through a beam splitter to a position sensitive detector (PSD), 

which monitors the position of the laser beam on the sample surface142. In single-beam scanning 

deflectometry, a single laser beam is reflected off of an oscillating mirror and scans along the length 

of the sample surface143. The deviation in the position of the scanning length on the sample is 

detected using a position sensitive detector (PSD). It provides more precise measurements than 

single-beam deflectometry without scanning capability because the curvature is monitored over a 

wide range of the sample surface.  Unlike the deflectometry techniques, phase-shifting curvature 

interferometry measures the curvature by interfering the two reflected beams from the sample 

surface. The phase-shifting curvature interferometry method measures the path length difference 

by introducing phase shift between the reflected beams from the sample surface and path length 

difference is correlated with the curvature in the substrate145.  A dilatometer technique probes the 

changes in the length of the electrode while scanning the potential and stress is calculated with 

respect to change in length146. The multi-beam optical sensor is discussed in detail in Chapter III. 
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Figure 19147: Depiction of compressive versus tensile stress in materials 

Figure 19 shows how the accumulation of stress affects a material during electrodeposition147. 

Deposition induces curvature in both the substrate and the thin film. As tensile stress evolves, the 

thin film elongates which can cause fracturing in the film. The magnitude of the stress indicates 

how much curvature is induced in the film with respect to its original position. As compressive 

stress evolves, the thin film begins to buckle inward and shrink, which can also cause particle 

fracturing148. The sign of compressive stress is negative, while the sign of tensile stress is 

positive149. 

Although stress can be measured on a variety of materials, the focus will remain on the 

stress evolution occurring in thin films. Stress evolution in thin films can have a variety of origins, 

but they mostly originate from changes within the grains located within the thin film or changes 

that take place at the grain boundaries136. Possible origins of the stress that takes place within the 

grains include lattice mismatches150,151, thermal expansions152, and the introduction of vacancies or 

interstitials136. This stress occurs from changes that take place within the film structure. One 

example is the intercalation of atoms within the thin film such as the lithiation of a material144. The 

intercalation of atoms introduces interstitials within the film. 
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Another type of stress that could occur is stress associated with changes that take place at 

the grain boundary. This stress originates from changes on the surface of the film, rather than within 

the surface of the film. Possible origins for stress evolution occurring at the grain boundary includes 

island coalescence and the accumulation of atoms on the surface of the film136. One example of this 

type of stress would be electrodeposition. Electrodeposition is the process of depositing a film of 

atoms along the surface of another substrate. This does not change the interior structure of the 

substrate, but it does change the grains on the surface of the film. 

2.6 Investigations into the Origin of Stress Evolution 

2.6.1 Island Coalescence 

One origin of stress generation is known as island coalescence. Island coalescence occurs when 

individual nuclei come together to form larger nuclei (or islands)153,154. At the onset of island 

coalescence, a large tensile stress is observed. This tensile stress occurs due to the formation of 

grain boundaries between the neighboring nuclei on the surface of the thin film. Hoffman suggested 

that as these neighboring nuclei came together, the interfacial energy of each was reduced154. Before 

island coalescence begins to occur, the individual nuclei begin to nucleate onto the surface of the 

thin film. Before these nuclei begin to come together, a period known as pre-coalescence 

occurs136,153. Pre-coalescence typically induced compressive stress on the thin film. The individual 

nuclei have a higher density as compared to its density at equilibrium. This increase in density leads 

to an accumulation of compressive stress in each individual nuclei136. 

2.6.2 The Deposition of Nuclei at Grain Boundaries 

As mentioned previously, during island coalescence, grain boundaries are formed between the 

neighboring nuclei which induced tensile stress. Although tensile stress is observed during island 

coalescence, compressive stress can also be induced by grain boundary formation136. During island 

coalescence, the nuclei come together to form islands, and these islands come together to form a 
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film. After the initial film formation, incremental stress on the film begins to evolve136,153. This 

incremental stress is the stress formed in each incremental layer of the film that is formed during 

island coalescence136,153.  

After island coalescence, the incremental stress can slowly become more compressive after 

a uniform film has been formed from the individual nuclei. The incremental stress evolution is 

dependent on the growth rate of the film, the rate of diffusion during deposition, and the size of the 

nuclei136,153. As mentioned previously, at the onset of island coalescence, the stress-thickness 

transitions from compressive (during pre-coalescence) to tensile. Three different observations have 

been observed after this occurs: increasing tensile stress during deposition, tensile stress evolution 

followed by a relatively constant stress-thickness, and a transition from tensile stress to 

compressive stress-thickness evolution153.  

These observations are dependent on the growth rate of the film, the rate of diffusion during 

deposition, and the size of the nuclei as mentioned previously136,153. When the product of the growth 

rate of the film and the grain size of the nuclei is larger than the rate of diffusion, the stress-thickness 

is predicted to become increasing tensile during deposition136. When the product of the growth rate 

of the film and the grain size of the nuclei is smaller than the rate of diffusion, the stress-thickness 

is predicted to transition from tensile to compressive after island coalescence136. The velocity of 

grain boundary formation can also impact the stress-thickness. The velocity of grain boundary 

formation describes the velocity that grain boundaries are formed during island coalescence. This 

velocity can stagnate and approach a steady state value for films with large thicknesses153. In this 

case, the stress is tensile during island coalescence and comes to a steady state stress-thickness 

value153. 

Figure 20 shows the third observation, where the tensile stress transitions to compressive 

stress evolution after island coalescence136. The thickness of the film affects the stress-thickness 
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evolution during the deposition on silver onto a silicon dioxide substrate136. In the figure, 𝜎_ 

represents the average stress-thickness (N/m), 𝜎(ℎ@)  is the incremental stress, and ℎ@  is the 

thickness of the film (nm). In Figure 20(d), the average stress at any point is the slope of the line 

drawn from the initial stress-thickness value (given at 0), to the stress-thickness value at a specific 

film thickness, ℎ@136. The incremental stress is represented as the slope of the tangent line drawn 

from the stress-thickness value at a specific film thickness, ℎ@136. The figure shows that the average 

stress changes with film thickness, and that the incremental stress is not equal to the stress-

thickness. The stress is assumed to stay the same in lower layers of the film, but changes with the 

addition of newly formed layers. In this specific case, when the film thickness is approximately 50 

nm, as shown, the incremental stress-thickness is compressive while the average stress is tensile.  

 

Figure 20136: Depiction of stress-thickness evolution with respect to the thickness of the film 

Figure 20(a-c), shows TEM images of the silver nuclei to show the morphological changes as it is 

deposited onto the silicon dioxide substrate. The spacing between the individual nuclei in Figure 

20(a) is apparent when the film is 10 nm, and the average stress is minimal. This is likely right 
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before the onset of island coalescence. Figure 20(b) shows very little spacing between the 

individual nuclei when the film is 22 nm. They have merged together to form new grain 

boundaries between the neighboring nuclei, which occurs during island coalescence. Both the 

average stress and the incremental stress are tensile, and the magnitude of the stress-thickness 

begins to increase rapidly. Figure 20(c) shows no spacing between the nuclei at a film thickness 

of 40 nm. It appears that new nuclei have nucleated on top of the previously formed film. This 

stage occurs after island coalescence. This is the point where the average stress is tensile, while 

the incremental stress is compressive. As mentioned previously, this transition into the 

compressive stress-thickness regime is likely a result of the product of growth rate of the film and 

the grain size of the nuclei being smaller than the rate of diffusion136. 
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CHAPTER III 
 

 

IN SITU STRESS MEASUREMENTS ON A THIN FILM Au CATHODE DURING THE 

FIRST DISCHARGE OF LI-O2 BATTERIES 
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Abstract 

The formation and growth of the Li2O2 discharge product impacts the reversibility of the oxygen 

evolution and reduction reactions in Li-O2 batteries which may lead to a shorter cycle life. A clear 

understanding of the surface reactions and the growth mechanism of Li2O2 requires probing 

dynamic changes on the surface of the cathodes in situ during the discharge of a Li-O2 battery. To 

investigate this, an experimental system has been established by adopting a multi-beam optical 

sensor (MOS) and developing a custom-made battery cell. First, the accuracy and reliability of the 

system was demonstrated by analyzing the stress accumulation on the Au anode during Li 

plating/stripping, and the results were consistent with an earlier single-beam scanning 

deflectometry report. Then, the Li-O2 battery was discharged by applying either linear sweep 

voltammetry or by applying constant current under an O2 environment. Stress generation during 

the first discharge demonstrates characteristic dependance on the type of solvent (DMSO vs 

diglyme). Control experiments in Argon-saturated electrolytes indicate surface stress generation 

due to adsorption of solvated ions. The stress generation on Au cathode is attributed to the 

formation of Li2O2 reaction products on the Au surface as well as the adsorption of the ions.  

 

 

Key words: lithium peroxide, curvature, surface stress, Li-O2 battery, thin film 
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3.1 Introduction 

Rechargeable non-aqueous Li-O2 batteries have attracted much attention due to their high 

theoretical (3500 Wh/kg) and practical (1000 Wh/kg) specific energy, which is almost 3-5 times 

greater than the conventional Li-ion batteries, which makes them a promising candidate in the use 

of both electric vehicles and energy storage technologies13. However, Li-O2 batteries are still far 

from commercialization due to their severe problems during cycling. The performance of Li-O2 

batteries is compromised by both their poor cycle life and low practical capacity due to interfacial 

instabilities on the surface of the electrodes.  Although there has been significant progress on 

elucidating the relationship between the surface chemistry on the overall performance of Li-O2 

batteries, the governing mechanisms controlling the complex interfacial reactions on the cathode 

surface have not been fully understood. Elucidating the relationship between the mechanical 

deformations that result during cycling, as well as the morphological changes of the Li2O2 particles 

is essential for controlling the growth of discharge products in Li-O2 batteries. 

The oxygen evolution reaction (OER) and the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) at the 

cathode surface are the major reactions that occur during the electrochemical cycling of Li-O2 

batteries (equation 28). During the discharge cycle, the oxygen reduction reaction leads to the 

generation of lithium peroxide, Li2O2. In the subsequent charge cycle, Li ions and oxygen gas are 

generated at the cathode surface upon the oxidative decomposition of the generated Li2O2 species.   

2Li% + 2e" + O$ ⇌ Li$O$                            (28) 

Li% + e" + O$ ⇌ LiO$(A9(	)C	()*)                      (29) 

 2LiO$(()*) ⇌ Li$O$ + O$                                (30) 

    					LiO$(A9() + Li
% + e"+⇌ Li$O$                             (31) 

The formation mechanisms of the discharge product have a profound impact on the reversibility of 

the ORR/OER reactions and cycle life of  Li-O2 batteries31. There are two primary mechanisms 
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proposed to describe the growth of Li2O2 on the cathode surface: a surface-based mechanism and 

a solution-based mechanism. The roots behind these reaction pathways were found to be highly 

dependent on the electrolyte solvent donor number (DN) and the ionic association strength of the 

lithium salt56. In both cases, the first step is the formation of the intermediate reaction product of 

LiO2 (equation 29)31,59,89. The next step depends on the solubility of the LiO2 in the electrolyte. In 

high DN solvents, toroid-shape Li2O2 forms in the electrolyte via a disproportionation reaction in 

the solution, which provides high discharge capacities (equation 30)31,51.  

In low DN solvents, adsorbed LiO2 species undergoes a either a second electron transfer 

or disproportionation to form insulating Li2O2 thin films via a surface growth mechanism, which 

causes a short cycle life and poor round trip efficiency, yet yields a low charge overpotential31,51 

(equation 30). The presence of the LiO2 reaction intermediate has been identified by many studies 

such as Raman spectroscopy155,91, UV-Vis spectroscopy156,157, XRD158,159, OEMS158,160, XPS161,162, 

XANES75,163, X-ray transmission microscopy164,165 and electron paramagnetic resonance166. These 

studies have strong capabilities to identify the chemistry and morphology of the reaction products; 

however, there is still a lack of knowledge regarding the nucleation and morphology of Li2O2 during 

discharge. 

In-operando stress measurements have been applied to various electrochemical and 

electrocatalytic application areas in order to probe the dynamic changes on the surface of the 

materials. The stress evolution has been measured in metal oxides during anodic oxidation167–169  

and volumetric changes in Li-ion batteries during lithiation130,170 are investigated by measuring 

strain induced in-plane stress.  Curvature measurements have also employed to study the adsorption 

of reaction intermediates during the electrodeposition of Pd171,  corrosion of metals127,172, oxidation 

of CO173,174 and the oxygen reduction reaction175,176. These measurements provide insight into the 

relationship between bonding configurations at the surface of the electrodes and the chemistry of 

the materials (electrodes and/or electrolytes)173.    
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The design and the validation of an experimental setup to probe the in-situ stress evolution 

on the cathodes for Li-O2 batteries is reported below. The discharge reactions on the surface of the 

cathodes in Li-O2 batteries involve complex steps of adsorption of species, electron transfer, and 

dissolution of reaction intermediates and the formation of insulating film products. Also, it requires 

material interaction in three different phases (gas, solid, and liquid). These are challenging factors 

to utilize stress measurements for Li-O2 batteries. A multi-beam optical sensor (MOS) was used to 

monitor the curvature evaluation in the electrode.  A custom electrochemical cell which allows 

optical access for stress measurements and enables saturation of the electrolyte with oxygen gas. 

The accuracy of this experimental setup was verified by performing surface stress measurements 

during lithium plating/stripping on Au electrodes in Li-ion batteries, which was previously reported 

by single-beam scanning deflectometry technique137. Then, Au thin films were used as cathode in 

a Li-O2 battery configuration, and the cell was discharged in both a 1 M LiNO3 in diglyme and a 1 

M LiNO3 in DMSO electrolyte via linear sweep voltammetry as well as galvanostatic discharging.  

In the diglyme solvent, a tensile stress generation was observed on the electrode surface at 

potentials lower than 2.45 V, which is associated with the onset of the oxygen reduction reaction 

occurring in 1 M LiNO3 in diglyme96.  In the LiNO3 in DMSO electrolyte, a compressive stress 

generation was observed on the electrode surface at approximately 2.6 V, which is correlated to the 

formation of Li2O2 
56. 

3.2 Experimental 

3.2.1 Electrochemical Cycling 

0.2 mm-thick borosilicate glass coverslips (3.9 mm width x 22 mm length diced cantilever) coated 

with a 5 nm Cr adhesion layer and a 50 nm layer of Au were purchased from Angstrom Engineering. 

The anode used was Li foil (99.9% metal basis, Alfa Aesar). The Au was used as an anode electrode 

for Li-ion batteries and as a cathode for the Li-O2 battery configuration. The cell was used in a two-

electrode cell configuration and the potentials were referenced with respect to a lithium metal 
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counter electrode. For Li-ion battery testing, the electrolyte was 1 M LiClO4 in PC. The electrolyte 

solution was prepared inside a glovebox in an Argon environment (<3 ppm O2 and H2O 

environment). The lithium perchlorate salt (LiClO4, 99.9%, battery grade, Sigma Aldrich) was 

mixed in propylene carbonate (PC, 99.9%, H2O < 10 ppm).  

First, the Au anode was placed inside the custom electrochemical cell outside the glovebox. 

Then, the cell was placed inside the glovebox to place the lithium foil and fill with electrolyte 

solution. After assembling the cell inside of the glovebox, the cell was taken out and placed on the 

optical table. The beam array along the length of the cantilever was then aligned, the servo mirror 

was calibrated, and a reference was taken prior to performing in-situ stress measurements. Cyclic 

voltammetry over a potential range of 0.3 to 2 V at a scan rate of 1 mV/s.  

In the Li-O2 battery experiments, the electrolyte was 1 M LiNO3 in Diglyme or 1 M LiNO3 

in DMSO. The electrolyte solution was prepared inside a glovebox in an Argon environment (<3 

ppm O2 and H2O environment). The lithium nitrate salt (LiNO3, 99%, ReagentPlus, Sigma Aldrich) 

was mixed in either diethylene glycol dimethyl ether (Diglyme, anhydrous, 99.5%, Sigma Aldrich) 

or in a dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO, anhydrous, 99.9%, Sigma Aldrich) solvent to prepare the 

electrolyte solution in the Argon-filled glove box. The Au cathode was placed inside the custom 

cell outside of the glovebox. Then, the lithium foil was placed into the cell inside the glovebox.  

The cell was then filled with the electrolyte solution. The two PTFE barbed adapters were screwed 

into the cell inside of the glovebox to ensure that the cell was sealed in an argon environment and 

plastic tubing was secured onto the PTFE adapters with tube clamps.   

For the oxygen-saturated electrolytes, the custom cell was taken out of the glove box and 

the electrolyte was purged with ultra-high purity oxygen prior to electrochemical cycling using 

fluorinated ethylene propylene (FEP) tubing. The electrolyte was directly saturated with oxygen 

for 45 minutes at atmospheric pressure and a flow rate of approximately 45 mL/min. This 

electrolyte saturation technique was previously employed by in situ Raman studies for lithium-
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oxygen batteries29,55. After oxygen saturation, the tube clamps attached to the gas inlet/outlet were 

sealed. Then, the cell was placed on optical table. The beam array along the length of the cantilever 

was then aligned, the servo mirror was calibrated, and a reference was taken prior to performing 

in-situ stress measurements. The Au cathode was discharged via linear sweep voltammetry at 1 

mV/s or galvanostatic discharging by applying a constant current at 10 µA/cm2 for an hour. 

3.2.2 Curvature Measurement Technique 

The generation of stress in the film induces bending, which causes curvature of the substrate. A 

short summary of the curvature measurement techniques used for various electrochemical 

applications is detailed in Chapter II. The Stoney equation was used to calculate the stress-thickness 

product from measured curvature of the substrates139,177:  

F = a σ(z)dz
3&

D
=

E(h(
$κ

6(1 − ν)
 (32) 

Where ℎ@is the thickness of the film, F is the in-plane force per unit width of the film, Es represents 

the substrate’s Young’s modulus, hs is the thickness of the substrate, ν is the Poisson’s ratio, and 

the substrate curvature is represented by κ. The kSA Multi-beam Optical Sensor (MOS) system 

was used to measure the wafer curvature in this study. The description of the MOS system is 

described in the Appendix A and Appendix C. Changes in the distance between the laser beam 

array with time is recorded by the MOS system. The correlation between the distance between the 

beams and the wafer curvature that results is given by the following equation178:  

∆κ =
d(t) − dE

dE
cos(αE)
2ln

 (33) 

Where the distance between the beams at time t is given by d(t), the initial distance between the 

beams is given by di, the distance between the substrate and the CCD camera is given by 𝑙, the 

refractive index of the solution is given by n, and the incident angle is given by  𝛼F178. The refractive 
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index was measured by an RBD-6000 Series Refractometer and it is 1.4264, 1.4164, and 1.4095 

for the 1 M LiClO4 in PC electrolyte, the 1 M LiNO3 in Diglyme, and the 1 M LiNO3 in DMSO 

respectively.  

3.2.3 Electrochemical Custom Cell Design 

The curvature measurements require optical access to the back of the cantilever and Li-O2 batteries 

require saturation of the electrolyte with oxygen gas. A custom electrochemical cell was designed 

that allows in situ curvature measurements to be conducted on Li-O2 batteries. Information 

regarding the assembly of the cell can be found in Appendix D. The cell is a two-electrode system 

composed of a polychlorotrifluoroethylene (PCTFE) main body that can be used to cycle both Li-

ion and Li-O2 batteries. The cell features a quartz window used for optical access of beams to the 

back side of the substrate. The cell is composed of two quartz windows on both sides.  

The quartz window placed in front of the Au cantilever has a 4° angle, in order to avoid 

any reflections between quartz window and the surface of the cantilever.  The quartz window is 

placed between the O-ring on the main body of the cell and the O-ring on the front and back plate. 

Two stainless-steel current collectors used to hold both the working and counter electrodes in a 

vertical orientation.  A front/back steel plate is used to seal the cell and mount it to an aluminum 

breadboard. The 316 stainless steel current collectors have two screws, and the electrodes are 

placed between the metal plates via screwing them on both sides. Both current collectors have an 
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EPDM (ethylene propylene diene monomer rubber) O-ring between their top side and main body 

of the cell. The front/back plate also has an EPDM O-ring, along with the main body of the cell.  

The custom cell was assembled inside the glove box filled with Argon gas. The gas inlet was used 

to fill the cell with electrolyte. The typical electrolyte level is represented in Figure 21, where it 

rises just below the bottom of the stainless-steel current collector. A polytetrafluoroethylene  

 

(PTFE) filler is used to decrease the amount of electrolyte inside the cell to 10 mL. Two stainless-

steel threaded rods are screwed into the two stainless steel current collectors to provide the electrical 

connection, and stainless-steel caps are screwed onto the two threaded rods and placed on the 

surface on the main body of the cell to ensure it is sealed. The cell was sealed by using either the 

closed PTFE plugs (for the Li-ion configuration), or the PTFE barbed adapters (for the Li-O2 

configuration). These were screwed into the cell after filling it with electrolyte solution. After the 

cell was filled with electrolyte, it was taken out of the glovebox and placed on the optical table. In 

order to accurately measure the volume of electrolyte needed, a picture of the cantilever inside the 

cell is taken and the length to pixel ratio was used to determine the active area of the Au cantilever 

that was immersed in the electrolyte solution. 

Figure 21: Picture of the custom electrochemical cell designed for in situ curvature monitoring while 
cycling Li-ion or Li-O2 batteries. 

Figure 2: Diagram of Custom Electrochemical Cell Components

Electrical Connections

PTFE plugs for 
sealing cell Stainless Steel 

Current Collector
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3.3 Results and Discussion 

3.3.1 Stress evolution on an Au Anode in a Li-ion Battery 

In order to verify the in situ stress measurement setup, in situ stress measurements were performed 

using an Au cantilever as the anode. The Au cantilever was cycled under similar conditions with a 

previously published study by Tavassol et al. that used a scanning beam deflectometry system to 

monitor the stress evolution137.  A cantilever with a thin Au film was discharged/charged via cyclic 

voltammetry at 1 mV/s between 0.3–2.0 V against a Li counter electrode in 1 M LiClO4 in PC. 

Figure 22 shows the current evolution and stress development in the Au anode during the third 

electrochemical cycling. The cathodic scan refers to the potential sweep from a higher to a lower 

potential, and the anodic scan takes place when the applied voltage increases linearly with time.  

Figure 22A shows characteristic features in the current response during the anodic and 

cathodic scans between 2.0 to 0.3 V vs Li/Li0/+. A broad cathodic peak is observed at around 0.85 

V and it was associated with the Li deposition and alloying with the Au surface179–181. Another 

cathodic peak is recorded at around 0.45 V, which is associated with the decomposition of the 

perchlorate ion from the lithium salt137. As the voltage is further decreased to 0.3 V, a sharp decrease 

in the current response is seen at 0.3 V; this peak is near the onset of bulk lithiation, which was 

determined to begin at approximately 0.2 V137,179. During the anodic scan, the current response 

sharply increases between 0.3 and 0.4 V. Another sharp increase with the emergence of an anodic 

current peak located at around 1.0 V is attributed to the stripping of lithium peak from the surface 

of the Au179,181.   
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The associated stress evolution in the Au electrode during anodic and cathodic scan is shown in 

Figure 22B. The change in the force becomes more compressive as the lithium ions are deposited 

onto the surface of the Au during the cathodic scan.  At the end of the cathodic scan, the stress-

thickness product was almost equal to -12 N/m, which is very similar to previous literature 

reports137.  Compressive stress evolution during underpotential deposition has also been reported 

in other studies upon deposition of Pb182, Tl183, Cu142,184, and Ni185 onto Au surfaces. The sign of 

the stress changed from compressive to tensile with the change in the direction of the scan from 

cathodic to anodic at 0.3 V. At the end of cycle, the stress-thickness product almost returns to its 

initial value, demonstrating the highly reversible mechanical behavior during the plating and 

Figure 22:  The current density, stress generation, and the first derivative of the stress during the third 
cycle on Au anode in 1 M LiClO4 in PC at 1mV/s (under Argon environment). 

A 

B 

C 
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stripping of lithium on the Au electrode. Similar reversible mechanical behavior is also observed 

in the second, fourth and fifth cycles (Appendix A Figures A2-A4). Previous QCM measurements 

have also reported a reversible mass change on Au anodes after lithium plating/stripping 186.   

To better understand the localized rate changes in the stress-thickness product, the first 

derivative of the stress-thickness product with respect to the applied potential is plotted in the 

Figure 22C. During the cathodic scan, a stress derivative peak is recorded at around 0.45 V, which 

aligns well with the current peak at the similar potential. During the anodic scan, a major stress 

derivative peak is recorded at around 1.0 V, which aligns with the anodic current peak around the 

same potential with a ±0.01 V error margin.  The redox reaction of the underpotential deposition 

of lithium onto the surface of the Au takes place at around 0.75 V during the cathodic scan, while 

the stripping of Li from Au-Li surface alloy takes place at around 1.0 V during the anodic 

scan179,180,187. Therefore, the stress derivatives at these voltages correlate well with the Li plating 

and stripping from the electrode surface.  The first derivative of the stress-thickness with respect to 

the applied potential at around 0.45 V is due to the decomposition of the perchlorate ion from the 

lithium salt137. The overall behavior of the stress generation during lithium plating on the Au 

electrode and stripping from the Au-Li alloy is very similar to previous reports in the literature137.  

Overall, these measurements demonstrate a similar mechanical response with the previous study 

conducted by Tavassol et al. that used a single-beam scanning deflectometry system137.  

3.3.2 Stress evolution during the formation of Li2O2 

 A cantilever with an Au film was used as the cathode electrode to probe the surface dynamics 

associated with the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) during discharge of Li-O2 batteries. 1 M 

LiNO3 in diglyme was used as the electrolyte.  The Li-O2 battery was discharged by either applying 

linear sweep voltammetry (LSV) or constant current against Li metal counter electrode. Figure 

23A-C shows the electrochemical and mechanical responses of the electrode prior to and during 

linear sweep voltammetry with respect to time. Prior to linear sweep voltammetry, the open circuit 
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potential of the cell was around 2.89 V.  The cell voltage decreased at a rate of 1 mV/s until 2.0 V 

was reached during linear sweep voltammetry. 

The current response and force development during liner sweep voltammetry is also plotted 

against applied voltage in Figure 23D and 23E, respectively.  Both the current and force values 

were minimal until the voltage reached around 2.45 V, which is attributed to the potential where 

the oxygen reduction reaction takes place96. At this point, the current density started to decrease 

almost linearly with the applied voltage between 2.45 to 2.0 V.  Previous electrochemical studies 

that used Au thin films also reported a similar current response at around 2.45 V during the 

formation of Li2O2 discharge products in the 1 M LiNO3 in diglyme electrolyte56,96.  The electrode 

also undergoes tensile stress generation at the onset of the current decay at around 2.45 V around 

0.4 N/m from 2.45 to 2.1 V. At the end of the discharge cycle, the stress-thickness product reaches 

0.35 N/m. Previous QCM measurements also recorded an increase in the mass accumulation on the 

Au thin film around similar potentials during discharge in the 1 M LiNO3 in diglyme electrolyte56. 

To further investigate the force development during Li2O2 formation, the Li-O2 battery was 

discharged by applying a constant current of -10 µAcm-2 for one hour. Unlike linear sweep 

voltammetry, galvanostatic discharging applies a constant flux of ions onto the surface of the 

electrode. Figure 23F and 23G show the potential and force development plotted against the 

capacity during galvanostatic discharge. Upon applying current, the potential dropped rapidly from 

the open circuit potential down to 2.45 V. During discharge, a single potential plateau is observed 
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at approximately 2.45 V which corresponds to the formation of Li2O2 due to the oxygen reduction 

reaction (ORR)56,96. 

 

The force was set to zero at the beginning of the discharge cycle. Similar to linear sweep 

voltammetry, the electrode undergoes a tensile stress generation during the formation of Li2O2 

during the first discharge.  There is an almost a linear relation between the stress-thickness product 

and the discharge capacity until the force reaches 0.4 N/m.  

Figure 23: The stress-thickness product development prior to (red line) and during (black line)  
the oxygen reduction reaction on the Au cathode cycled in 1 M LiNO3 in Diglyme.  The cathode 
was discharged either by linear sweep voltammetry (A-E) starting from the open circuit potential 
down to 2.0 V by decreasing it by 1 mV/s or via galvanostatic cycling (F-G) at a constant current 
of -10 µAcm-2 for one hour.  (A, B and C) show the potential, current density and stress-thickness 
plotted against time. (D and E) demonstrates the current density and stress-thickness product 
plotted against the potential during linear sweep voltammetry only. (F and G) shows the potential 
and stress-thickness product plotted against discharge capacity. 
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3.3.3 Surface stress measurements on an Au cathode in oxygen vs argon-saturated electrolytes  

Control experiments were conducted to elucidate the impact of the formation of Li2O2 on the Au 

cathode. Figure 25 shows the current evolution and stress generation on the Au cathode discharged 

in either an argon or an oxygen-saturated electrolyte. The maximum current density was almost 

four times higher in the oxygen-saturated LiNO3 in Diglyme electrolyte compared to the one cycled 

in the argon environment. The stress-thickness product continuously increased into the tensile 

regime while the voltage reduced to 2.0 V in the argon-saturated electrolyte, whereas the stress-

thickness reached a plateau beginning at approximately 2.4 V (approximately the potential regime 

at which Li2O2 is formed) and it reached a maximum of 0.4 N/m in the oxygen-saturated diglyme 

electrolyte (Figure 24A).  

The stress evolution in the diglyme solvent is higher than the stress recorded in the LiNO3 in DMSO 

electrolyte. The tensile stress evolution in the cell under an argon environment may be associated 

with the adsorption of ions onto the gold surface.  Monte Carlo simulations suggest the adsorption 

of solvated Li ions in diglyme solvent in the outer Helmholtz plane in the cell in an argon 

environment188. Aurbach et al. also speculated about the possible impact of the adsorption on the 

mechanical behavior of the Pt cathode cycled in a tetraethylene glycol dimethyl ether (TEGDME) 

solvent189. The same stress measurements were also conducted in a LiNO3 in DMSO electrolyte.  

The DMSO solvent has a higher solvent donor number compared to that of diglyme13,51,190. The 

stress evolution due to the formation of Li2O2 formed via the solution pathway is being studied in 

both electrolytes, but one pathway is driven by the solvent donor number while the other is driven 

by the high ionic association strength of the salt. A single current peak is observed around 2.5 V in 

the oxygen-saturated LiNO3 in DMSO electrolyte and it was associated with the formation of 

lithium peroxide56.  An increase in the tensile stress was recorded in the early period of the first 

discharge cycle and stress became more compressive from 2.6 V until 2.4 V. In the cell cycled in 

an argon environment containing LiNO3 in DMSO, a negligible amount of current and stress 
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evolution was recorded in the first discharge cycle during linear sweep voltammetry. Overall, the 

stress measurements conducted in two different solvents demonstrates the impact of the electrolyte 

solvent on the stress generation on the surface of the Au cathode during the first discharge cycle.  

3.4. Discussion 

In the first part of the study, the stress evolution on an Au anode was monitored during lithium 

stripping/plating in a Li-ion battery using a custom electrochemical cell and the MOS system. 

Similar stress measurements have been performed in many electrochemical/electrocatalytic 

applications by using various curvature measurement methods, but often they were not validated 

by other research groups. Stress measurements are complex and many groups have used a variety 

of curvature measurement techniques. Stress measurements can be influenced by the morphology 
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of the electrode, residual stress in the electrode, operating conditions during cycling, and the 

geometry of the custom cells used for the measurements. The high degree of consistency between 

the single-beam scanning deflectometry results of Tavassol et al. with the MOS results 

demonstrates the accuracy and reliability of both of these high-resolution curvature 

measurements137.   

In the second part of the study, the stress generation on an Au cathode while discharging a 

Li-O2 battery in a 1 M LiNO3 in Diglyme electrolyte solution was investigated.  Figure (24A-E) 

showed a tensile stress generation occurring as the current density decreases to approximately 2.45 

V during linear sweep voltammetry. Figure (24F-G) showed that the electrode undergoes a similar 

tensile stress generation when the potential reached 2.45 V when galvanostatically discharged. This 

potential is associated with the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) occurring in the LiNO3 in diglyme 

electrolyte.  Previous QCM studies observed an increase in the mass accumulation occurring on 

the electrode surface starting from the potential that the oxygen reduction reaction begins to occur 

when the electrode was cycled in 1 M LiNO3 in Diglyme56,96. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 

images in these studies demonstrated the formation of toroidal-shaped Li2O2, as well as 

semicircular particles composed of round plates stacked on the surface of the Au cathode after 

discharging.  It is important to note that these SEM images were taken after the Li-O2 battery was 

discharged until the voltage decayed to 2.0 V during galvanostatic discharge, which took 

approximately 15 hours56. In this study, the early periods of the first discharge were recorded by 

limiting the discharge time to 1 hour.  

Ex situ SEM analysis at various depths of discharge during the first discharge in the 

TEGDME electrolyte cycle showed that in the early stages of the first discharge, a small amount 

of Li2O2 particles nucleate onto the cathode surface93. The particles grow in the later stages of the 

first discharge while the voltage profile is still around the plateau region. The toroidal-shaped Li2O2 

clusters were observed towards the end of the first discharge cycle, and this coincides with the 
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distinct voltage decay from its plateau. As mentioned previously, in the stress measurements that 

conducted, constant current was only applied for one hour. This suggests that the nucleation of the 

Li2O2 particles in the initial period of the first discharge induces tensile stress generation on the 

electrode surface in the diglyme solvent.  

Chason and Stafford intensively investigated stress profiles during the growth of thin film 

metals via electrodeposition or vapor deposition methods133,135,153,191.  For example, during the bulk 

deposition of Co onto the Au surface, the formation of nuclei coalescence during the early period 

of deposition generates tensile stress on the electrode192. Their studies also demonstrated the impact 

of the key parameters such as growth rate, grain size and morphology on the generation of stress 

during film depositing. There are some fundamental differences between the electrodeposition of 

metals and growing Li2O2 particles in Li-O2 batteries. In the case of the metal deposition, 

electrodeposited metals are not soluble in the electrolyte, and the surface reaction involves a single 

electron transfer.  The morphological evolution of the Li2O2 during the first discharge cycle shows 

similarities with the electrodeposition of metals.  Overall, growth mechanisms involve nucleation 

as the first step, then nucleation and growth, and finally saturation of the surface. The correlation 

between the morphology of anodic oxide films and stress build-up during film formation has also 

been studied 122,127,168.  Unlike metal electrodeposition, the anodic oxide films were formed in an 

aqueous electrolyte solution, where they are slightly soluble. The final morphology of the oxide 

films were impacted by the interfacial stress built-up near electrode/electrolyte interface, by the 

electrolyte composition (salt and solvent choice), as well as the film growth rate122,127,168.  

It should be noted that the generation of discharge product in the Li-O2 batteries involves 

complex reaction steps in a electrode/electrolyte interface. There are many factors that may 

contribute to the formation of Li2O2 such as the adsorption energy of the LiO2 reaction 

intermediates which dictates the reaction pathway, the donor number of the solvent and the ionic 

association strength of the lithium salt, and the electrochemical stability of the organic electrolytes, 
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the kinetics driving the OER/ORR reactions, and the stability of the cathode. Stress measurements 

in the oxygen-saturated vs the argon-saturated electrolytes in Figure 24 suggests the possible role 

of the ion adsorption on the surface stress generation.  The stress dependence on the solvent species 

(DMSO vs Diglyme solvents depicted in Figure 24) also indicates the solvent-dependent reaction 

processes that take place on the electrode surface.  By establishing an in-situ stress measurement 

system, the impact of these factors on the formation and growth mechanisms of Li2O2 particles is 

better understood.  

3.5 Conclusions 

In summary, a custom electrochemical cell was coupled with the multiple-beam optical sensor to 

monitor in-situ stress measurements on the Li-O2 batteries. The experimental system was verified 

by monitoring the stress generation in an Au thin film anode in a Li-ion battery during lithium 

plating/stripping.  The potential-dependent electrochemical stress generation on the Au anode was 

similar to the previous single-beam scanning beam deflectometry report. After the system was 

verified in the Li-ion battery configuration, the stress generation on an Au thin film cathode was 

monitored in a Li-O2 battery configuration. The cell was discharged via either linear sweep 

voltammetry or by applying a constant current. The electrode experienced tensile stress generation 

during the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) when cycled below 2.45 V in the Diglyme solvent. 

Then, the electrochemical behavior using two different solvents was compared. A 1 M LiNO3 in 

Diglyme electrolyte was compared with 1 M LiNO3 in DMSO. The 1 M LiNO3 in Diglyme 

electrolyte exhibited tensile stress during discharging. This stress was correlated to the formation 

of Li2O2 and it increased almost linearly with the discharging time after the current to decay. The 

1 M LiNO3 in DMSO electrolyte exhibited an increase in the tensile stress in the early period of the 

first discharge cycle, then it became more compressive around 2.6 V until 2.4 V. This potential 

regime is associated with the formation of Li2O2
56

.. 
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Experiments were also conducted in both oxygen and argon-saturated electrolytes to 

differentiate the stress evolution of the products evolved during the oxygen evolution/reductions 

reactions from those evolved in an argon environment. In the LiNO3 in Diglyme electrolyte, the 

stress evolved was higher for the argon-saturated system. This was likely due to the adsorption of 

lithium cations onto the surface of the Au. This is different from the LiNO3 in DMSO electrolyte 

that exhibited a lower stress evolution in the argon-saturated electrolyte as compared to the oxygen-

saturated system. This demonstrates that the adsorption of lithium cations is different for these 

solvents, likely due to the difference in donor numbers. 
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CHAPTER IV 
 

 

THE IMPACT OF THE LITHIUM SALT/SOLVENT CHOICE ON THE STRESS 

EVOLUTION DURING CYCLING IN LITHIUM OXYGEN BATTERIES 
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Abstract 

The formation and oxidation processes of lithium peroxide, Li2O2, controls the cycle efficiency and 

the capacity retention in Li-O2 batteries.  The ability of the electrolyte species to promote desirable 

surface reactions is necessary to achieve a longer cycle life in Li-O2 batteries. However, the impact 

of the electrolyte salts on the interfacial dynamics is not well known. To fill this gap, the role of 

the electrolyte salts on the charge and discharge reactions were investigated on an Au thin film 

cathode. LiTFSI and LiNO3 salts were dissolved in a DMSO solvent.  An in situ curvature 

measurement technique was employed to probe the dynamic changes on the electrode surface 

during cycling. During discharging, the type of salt and the presence of oxygen controls the 

characteristic mechanical deformations occurring on the electrode surface. During charging, the 

results suggest that the compressive stress at lower voltages is required to oxidize the lithium 

peroxide product. The accumulation of an insulating thin film of Li2O2 likely results in cathode 

passivation, and the source of the stress is associated with the adsorption of charged species. The 

outcome of the study demonstrates the importance of the ion adsorption kinetics occurring during 

charging.  Also, the study indicates the salt-dependent complex reaction processes that occur during 

discharge when the Li2O2 forms via the solution-based reaction pathway.  

 

 

 

Key words: lithium peroxide, curvature, surface stress, Li-O2 battery, thin film, adsorption.  
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4.1 Introduction 

Chapter III showed the stress evolution during the electrochemical cycling in lithium-oxygen 

batteries for the first time. The stress evolution in lithium-oxygen batteries can impact the 

performance during cycling, as well as the stability of the cathode material. The stress evolution 

will be compared in two different salts using the same solvent. The salts that will be used are LiNO3 

and LiTFSI, which have a high ionic association strength and a low ionic association strength, 

respectively. The morphology of the lithium peroxide will be taken into account, as well as the 

mass accumulation of the lithium peroxide product on the surface of the Au cantilever. 

Stress measurements were performed in this study and Dr. Malachi Noked’s research group 

will perform SEM, XRD, and QCM measurements on the Au cantilever samples in order to 

correlate the stress evolution to the morphology of the lithium peroxide product as well as the mass 

accumulation that occurs during cycling as well. The mass accumulation with respect to the 

potential can be directly correlated to the dependence of the stress evolution on the potential.  

4.2 Experimental 

0.2 mm-thick borosilicate glass coverslips (3.9 mm width x 22 mm length diced cantilever) coated 

with a 5 nm Cr adhesion layer and a 50 nm layer of Au were purchased from Angstrom Engineering. 

The anode used was Li foil (99.9% metal basis, Alfa Aesar). These Au cantilevers were used as the 

cathode. The cell was used in a two-electrode cell configuration and the potentials were referenced 

with respect to a lithium metal counter electrode. The electrolyte solution was prepared inside of 

an Argon filled glovebox (<3 ppm O2 and H2O environment).  

The electrolytes used were 1 M LiNO3 in DMSO and 1 M LiTFSI in DMSO. The 

electrolyte solution was prepared inside a glovebox in an Argon environment (<3 ppm O2 and H2O 

environment). The lithium nitrate salt (LiNO3, 99%, ReagentPlus, Sigma Aldrich) and 

bis(trifluoromethane)sulfonimide lithium salt (LiTFSI, 99.95%, trace metals basis, Sigma Aldrich) 
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salts were mixed with dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO, anhydrous, 99.9%, Sigma Aldrich) to prepare 

the electrolyte solution in the Argon-filled glove box. The Au cathode was placed inside the custom 

cell outside of the glovebox. Then, the lithium foil was placed into the cell inside the glovebox and 

the cell was filled with the electrolyte solution. The two PTFE barbed adapters were screwed into 

the cell inside of the glovebox to ensure that the cell was sealed in an argon environment and then 

were connected to plastic tubing that was secured with tube clamps.   

For the oxygen-saturated electrolytes, the custom cell was taken out of the glove box and 

the electrolyte was purged with ultra-high purity oxygen prior to electrochemical cycling using 

fluorinated ethylene propylene (FEP) tubing. The electrolyte was directly saturated with oxygen 

for 45 minutes at atmospheric pressure and a flow rate of approximately 45 mL/min. This 

electrolyte saturation technique was previously employed by in situ Raman studies for lithium-

oxygen batteries29,55. After oxygen saturation, the tube clamps attached to the gas inlet/outlet were 

sealed. Then, the cell was placed on optical table. The beam array along the length of the cantilever 

was then aligned, the servo mirror was calibrated, and a reference was taken prior to performing 

in-situ stress measurements. The Au cathode was cycled via cyclic voltammetry at 1 mV/s. 

4.2.1 Curvature Measurement Technique 

The generation of stress in the film induces bending, which causes curvature of the substrate. A 

short summary of the curvature measurement techniques for various electrochemical applications 

was discussed in Chapter II. The Stoney equation is used to calculate the stress-thickness product 

from measured curvature of the substrates139,177:  

F = a σ(z)dz
3&

D
=

E(h(
$κ

6(1 − ν)
 (34) 

Where ℎ@is the thickness of the film, F is the in-plane force per unit width of the film, Es represents 

the substrate’s Young’s modulus, hs is the thickness of the substrate, ν is the Poisson’s ratio, and 
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the substrate curvature is represented by κ. The kSA Multi-beam Optical Sensor (MOS) system 

was used to measure the wafer curvature in this study. The description of the MOS system is 

described in the Appendix A and C. Changes in the distance between the laser beam array with 

time is recorded by the MOS system. The correlation between the distance between the beams and 

the wafer curvature that results is given by the following equation178:  

∆κ =
d(t) − dE

dE
cos(αE)
2ln

 (35) 

Where the distance between the beams at time t is given by d(t), the initial distance between the 

beams is given by di, the distance between the substrate and the CCD camera is given by 𝑙, the 

refractive index of the solution is given by n, and the incident angle is given by  𝛼F178. The refractive 

index was measured by an RBD-6000 Series Refractometer and it is 1.4095 and 1.4617 for the 1 

M LiNO3 in DMSO and 1 M LiTFSI in DMSO electrolytes, respectively. Additional information 

regarding the curvature measurement technique can be found in Appendix A and Appendix C. 

4.3 Results 

4.3.1 Stress Development during Discharging 

 Figure 25 shows the change in the force progression over time with the corresponding changes in 

the current response during the discharge cycles containing either LiTFSI or LiNO3 in DMSO. In 

both electrolytes, a large compressive stress development is observed at high voltages and the stress 

changes its direction at around 3.5 V for the LiNO3 in DMSO electrolyte and at 2.8 V for the  

LiTFSI in DMSO electrolyte. The corresponding current response during this compressive stress 

period is very close to zero, indicating that the compressive stress development should be related 
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with either a non-Faradaic process or a mechanical relaxation period occurring after the charge 

cycles. This will be discussed after the stress behavior during charge has been analyzed. 

At the lower potentials, a single current peak is observed at around 2.5 V in both electrolytes. The 

corresponding voltage of the single current peak indicates the formation of lithium peroxide species 

on the electrode surface.  The lithium peroxide might be formed via a surface-based or a solution-

based mechanism. Due to the low ionic association strength of LiTFSI, it is expected to favor the 

surface-based mechanism, while the high association strength of LiNO3 favors the solution-based 

mechanism. The magnitude of the current density is progressively decreasing with the cycle 

number in the LiTFSI-containing electrolyte. This indicates its low efficiency in forming lithium 

peroxide during discharging and suggests the formation of a thin film of lithium peroxide on the 

Figure 25: The current response and the force development during discharge cycles 1-4 on the 
Au cathode cycled in an oxygen-saturated electrolyte of 1 M LiTFSI in DMSO (A and C) and 1 
M LiNO3 in DMSO (B and D).  Cyclic Voltammetry was conducted from 2-4.1 V for LiTFSI in 
DMSO (A and C) at 1 mV/s and from 2-4.4 V for 1 M LiNO3 in DMSO (B and D) at the same 
scan rate. The force was set to zero at the onset of each discharge cycle for Figures A and B. 
Figures C and D show the current response and the force development from 2-3.2 V for cycles 2-
4 for LiTFSI and LiNO3, respectively. The force was set to zero at 3.2 V in Figures C and D to 
show the complex behaviors in this potential regime. 

A B C D 
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electrode surface.  The magnitude of the current density is very repeatable in LiNO3-containing 

electrolyte.  The associated stress generation during the lower voltage regime during discharging 

is shown in Figure 25C and D. The stress values were set to zero at 3.2 V to show the stress behavior 

more clearly.  In the LiTFSI-containing electrolyte, the stress changes its direction and becomes 

tensile (positive stress) at around 2.6 V, followed by a compressive stress generation at around 2.3 

V.  In the LiNO3-containing electrolyte, the direction of the stress generation changes multiple 

times, which demonstrates its more complex behavior. 

To better understand the governing forces controlling the stress generation in both 

electrolytes, control experiments were conducted in argon-saturated electrolytes. Figure 26 

compares the current evolution and the stress generation in oxygen vs argon-saturated electrolytes 

during the third discharge cycle. As expected, there were no peaks observed in the current evolution 

in the argon-saturated electrolytes which demonstrates that the lithium peroxide product was not 

formed. For the two different salt containing electrolytes, a tensile stress generation was recorded 

around 2.6 V in the argon-saturated electrolytes which is associated with the adsorption of charged 

electrolyte species on the surface of the electrode. As more ions were adsorbed at the lower 

potential, the concentration of adsorbed species changes on the Helmholtz layer on the surface of 

the electrode.  Previous Raman spectroscopy studies show the changes in both the coordinated 

TFSI- anion and DMSO molecules on the surface of the Au electrode. At higher concentrations, 

more TFSI- species were found on the surface of the electrode and this layer was almost free of 

DMSO molecules193. Due to this, the change in the sign of stress in the argon-saturated electrolyte 

is likely associated with changes in the adsorbed species on the electrode surface at lower potentials. 

To track the potential-dependent stress evolution during discharging, the first derivative of the 

stress was calculated with respect to the applied potential (shown in Figure 27).  In the argon-

saturated electrolytes, a single stress derivative peak was observed in both the LiTFSI and LiNO3-

containing electrolytes. This indicates that in the absence of oxygen, the surface phenomena is 
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similar in both salts, so we associate this with the adsorption of charged species.  On the other hand, 

more complex surface behaviors were recorded in the oxygen-saturated electrolytes. 

In the oxygen-saturated LiTFSI in DMSO electrolyte, the stress derivative becomes negative at the 

onset of the current decay around 2.8 V.  Then, it reaches a local minima around 2.5 V which 

coincides with the current minima occurring at the same voltage. Once the current becomes almost 

zero around 2.3 V, the stress derivative changes its direction again. This demonstrates the current 

Figure 26: The current response and the force development during the third discharge cycle on the 
Au cathode cycled in an argon-saturated electrolyte (red line) and an oxygen-saturated electrolyte 
(blue) of 1 M LiTFSI in DMSO (A) and 1 M LiNO3 in DMSO (B).  Cyclic Voltammetry was 
conducted from 2-4.1 V for LiTFSI in DMSO (A) at 1 mV/s and from 2-4.4 V for 1 M LiNO3 in 
DMSO (B) at the same scan rate. The force was set to zero at 3.2 V to show the complex behaviors 
in this potential regime. 

A B 
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controlled surface stress behavior on the Au electrode in the LiTFSI in DMSO oxygen-saturated 

electrolyte.  For LiNO3 in DMSO oxygen-saturated electrolyte, the stress derivative becomes 

negative at around 3.1 V, reaches a local minima around 2.9 V, then changes its direction again 

around 2.8 V.   

 

 

 

During this period, the corresponding current evolution is almost zero, indicating that these changes 

are non-faradaic reactions.  Similar to the LiTFSI in DMSO oxygen-saturated electrolyte, the stress 

derivative becomes more negative at the onset of the current decay around 2.8 V in the LiNO3 

oxygen-saturated electrolyte. During the current decay, the stress derivative changes its direction 

from a negative change in the stress derivative to a positive change.  Once the current reaches the 

its minimum value, the stress derivative reaches its local maxima. This is the opposite to what is 

observed for LiTFSI in DMSO oxygen-saturated electrolyte.  

Figure 27: The current response and the first derivative of the force with respect to the applied 
potential during the 2-4 discharge cycles on the Au cathode cycled in an oxygen-saturated 
electrolyte (A and C) and an argon-saturated electrolyte (B and D) of 1 M LiTFSI in DMSO (A 
and B) and 1 M LiNO3 in DMSO (C and D). Cyclic Voltammetry was conducted from 2-4.1 V at 
1 mV/s for LiTFSI in DMSO (A and B) and from 2-4.4 V for 1 M LiNO3 in DMSO (C and D). 
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As discussed in the introduction (Chapter I, section 1.5.6) lithium peroxide can form via a 

solution or a surface-based mechanism.  In either case, oxygen needs to be reduced on the electrode 

surface to form a negatively charged oxygen species, which requires a one-electron transfer 

reaction that takes place on the electrode surface. Also, the positively charged lithium ions need to 

be transferred onto the electrode surface to enable the oxygen reduction reaction. Then, an 

electrochemical reaction between the positively charged lithium ions and the negatively charged 

oxygen species lead to the formation of lithium superoxide, LiO2. These initial reactions are similar 

in both the surface and solution-based mechanisms.  

If the lithium superoxide further oxidizes to form lithium peroxide on the electrode surface, the 

morphology of the lithium peroxide will be a thin film. The second possibility is the formation of 

lithium peroxide via a chemical reaction involving the chemical decomposition of lithium 

superoxide. This also generates oxygen gas as a side product. This solution-based reaction takes 

place when lithium superoxide dissolves in the electrolyte and decomposes to form lithium 

superoxide, which forms a toroidal lithium peroxide species. Figure 26 shows that in the early 

stages of the current decay in the oxygen-saturated electrolytes (between 2.8 – 2.6 V), the stress 

evolution transitions into a compressive regime. This could be associated with the generation of 

charged oxygen species. Later, the stress evolves into the tensile regime in both salts. However, the 

generation of tensile stress continues in the LiTFSI in DMSO oxygen-saturated electrolyte until 

current becomes almost zero at around 2.3 V. The stress becomes more tensile between 2.7 to 2.6 

V in the LiNO3 oxygen-saturated electrolyte. Then, the stress becomes compressive again until it 

transitions back into the tensile regime at 2.44 V which coincides with the current decay. These 

additional steps in the LiNO3 oxygen-saturated electrolyte suggests competing reactions between 

the dissolution of the reaction intermediate and the formation of new reaction intermediates on the 

surface of the electrode. Also, the magnitude of the stress is much smaller in the LiNO3 oxygen-
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saturated electrolyte, indicating that the Au surface is less strained due to the formation of less 

surface-driven thin film formation.    

4.3.2 Stress Development during Charging 

Figure 28 represents the charging behavior of the oxygen-saturated LiNO3 and LiTFSI in DMSO 

electrolytes.  A single current peak is observed at around 3.9 V in the LiNO3 oxygen-saturated 

electrolyte, indicating the oxidation of the lithium peroxide. The current increase is almost 

negligible in the LiTFSI-containing electrolyte, which suggests that an insulating thin film of 

lithium peroxide is formed during discharge and there is no significant oxidation reaction during 

charge. The stress generation in the electrode during charging shows irreversible behavior with the 

cycle number in the LiTFSI in the oxygen-saturated electrolyte. In the first cycle, there is a 

compressive stress generation at around 3.2 V, followed by tensile stress generation around 3.7 V. 

Figure 28: The current response and force development during charge cycles 1-4 on the Au 
cathode cycled in an oxygen-saturated 1 M LiTFSI in DMSO (A) and 1 M LiNO3 in DMSO (B) 
electrolyte.  Cyclic Voltammetry was conducted from 2-4.1 V at 1 mV/s for LiTFSI in DMSO (A) 
and from 2-4.4 V for 1 M LiNO3 in DMSO (B). The force was set to zero at the onset of each 
charge cycle for Figures A and B.  

A B 
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In the third and fourth cycles, there is almost no stress generation during the charging, yet the stress 

generation is more reversible with cycle number in the LiNO3 oxygen-saturated electrolyte. The 

stress becomes compressive at around 3.0 V and then stress becomes more tensile at 3.8 V. 

In order to better understand the charge mechanism, stress measurements were also conducted 

using argon-saturated electrolytes (Figure 29).  There is a linear increase in the current response in 

the argon-saturated LiTFSI in DMSO electrolyte.  

This indicates that when the electrode was discharged in the oxygen-saturated LiTFSI in DMSO 

electrolyte, the discharge products were mostly thin film lithium peroxide. The stress development 

in the argon-saturated LiTFSI in DMSO electrolyte is highly reversible with cycle number. There 

is a compressive stress development at around 3.2 V, followed by a tensile stress generation around 

A B 

Figure 29: The current response and the force development during charge cycles 1-4 on the Au 
cathode cycled in 1 M LiTFSI in DMSO (A) and 1 M LiNO3 in DMSO (B).  Cyclic Voltammetry 
was conducted from 2-4.1 V at 1 mV/s for LiTFSI in DMSO (A) and from 2-4.4 V for 1 M LiNO3 
in DMSO (B) at the same scan rate. The force was set to zero at the onset of each charge cycle for 
Figures A and B.  
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3.8 V.  In the case of the LiNO3 salt system, the stress is compressive again until 3.8 V where it 

becomes tensile at higher voltages.  Previously, Aurbach et al. suggested the adsorption of the NO2 

and formation of negatively charged NO2
- species on the surface of the electrode during charge 

cycles96.  The stress generation in the argon-saturated electrolyte indicates the adsorption of salt 

species on the surface of the electrode. The charge mechanism depends on the electrolyte salt as 

well as the morphology of the lithium peroxide formed during the oxygen reduction reaction.  If 

the discharge product is a thin film, it insulates the surface of the electrode and can prevent the 

oxygen evolution reaction from taking place during charge cycle. If the discharge product is 

toroidal, it becomes difficult to oxidize the lithium peroxide without a redox mediator. 

Our study demonstrates that when the discharge product is a thin film in the LiTFSI 

oxygen-saturated electrolyte, the charge process is hindered by disabling the adsorption process of 

the salt species, which is critical to the decomposition of lithium peroxide. When the lithium 

peroxide morphology is toroidal in the LiNO3 salt, the LiNO3 salt acts as a redox mediator, which 

makes it easier to oxidize the lithium peroxide. In the LiNO3 electrolyte, this can be accomplished 

by a shuttling redox reaction of the NO2 / NO2
- on the electrode surface.  Based on experiments 

conducted in the oxygen versus argon-saturated electrolytes, the large compressive stress is 

associated with the adsorption of the salt species and tensile stress generates when the lithium 

peroxide is oxidized.  

4.4. Conclusions 

Both the electrochemical and the mechanical behavior of the salt species on the Au cathode were 

investigated. Experiments were conducted in both oxygen and argon-saturated electrolytes to 

differentiate the stress evolution of the products evolved during the oxygen evolution/reductions 

reactions from those evolved in an argon environment. During the discharge reaction, both the 

LiNO3 and LiTFSI salts exhibited a compressive stress generation at the onset of the potential that 

Li2O2 formation was expected. The LiNO3 salt had multiple peaks in the stress evolution during 
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discharging, which suggests that multiple surface reactions were taking place on the Au cathode 

surface. The solution-based discharge mechanism results is more complex due to the migration of 

the LiO2 intermediate from the Au surface into the electrolyte solution. The solution-based 

mechanism is likely the dominant reaction pathway for the formation of Li2O2 in the LiNO3 salt.  

During charging, irreversible mechanical behaviors and very minimal current responses 

were recorded for the LiTFSI salt. This high degree of reversibility likely indicates the formation 

of passivating thin films of Li2O2 that have accumulated on the surface due to a surface-based 

discharge mechanism. Due to the low current response, the oxidation reaction leading to Li2O2 

decomposition likely did not occur. This would lead to the passivation of the cathode, which is 

seen in the minimal stress evolution response in the third and fourth charging cycles. The argon-

saturated electrolytes demonstrated tensile stress generation The stress was compressive when 

using the LiNO3 salt until 3.8 V, where it become largely tensile.  The contrast between the 

LiNO3 and LiTFSI salts during both charge and discharge were identified by probing the surface 

mechanisms via curvature measurements. The outcome of this paper presents a novel perspective 

about the catalytic activity of the salt species and the formation mechanisms of the lithium 

peroxide discharge product in Li-O2 batteries. 
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CHAPTER V 
 

 

FUTURE WORK 

 

 

5.1 Future Work 

As mentioned previously, the primary bottleneck hindering the commercialization of Li-O2 

batteries is the cathode electrode. Both the cycle life of the cell and the capacity are both dependent 

on the stability of the cathode. Due to the issues relating to cathode stability discussed in Chapter 

I, the stress measurements could also be conducted using different cathode materials such as Pt and 

Pd. These cathode materials act as catalysts that can improve the reaction kinetics occurring during 

the oxygen evolution reaction194. Both the stress response and the electrochemical data can be 

compared to that of the Au that was used in previous experiments. 

Another primary issue that is observed in Li-O2 batteries are the sluggish reaction kinetics 

occurring during both the oxygen reduction and the oxygen evolution reactions. The slow reaction 

kinetics can lead to irreversible cycling behavior and a rapid capacity fade. Factors that affect the 

reaction kinetics are the electrolyte, the cathode material, and the cycling conditions. The 

morphology of the Li2O2 that is deposited also affects the reaction kinetics occurring during both 

OER and ORR. By analyzing the stress evolution during cycling, the changes in the electrochemical 

behavior can be correlated to the surface reactions occurring on the cathode. As seen previously 
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with the 1 M LiTFSI in DMSO, irreversible behavior can be easily seen in the observed stress 

evolution over time.  

Although analyzing the stress evolution in Li-O2 batteries was conducted for the first 

time, it would also be interesting to analyze the stress evolution occurring in Na-O2 batteries. Na-

O2 batteries differ from Li-O2 batteries in two primary ways. The first is the much lower 

overpotential that has been observed between the discharge and charging cycles, and the second 

is the driving electrochemical reaction that occurs195. The primary discharge product in Na-O2 

batteries is sodium superoxide, NaO2. The formation of NaO2 is favored over the formation of 

Na2O2 
195,196.This is different from the Li-O2 battery which forms LiO2 as a reaction intermediate 

that is unstable. Determining the differences in the stress evolution between these two metal-

oxygen batteries would be interesting and could give more insight into the stress evolution that 

the NaO2 product has on the cathode as compared to Li2O2. 
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APPENDICES 
 

 

APPENDIX A 

 

Supplemental Information for In Situ Stress Measurements on Thin Film Au Cathode during First 
Discharge of Li-O2 Batteries 

 

 

A1. Multibeam Optical Sensor (MOS) Technique 

The kSA MOS system was used to measure the wafer curvature. The MOS system is composed 

of an AlGaInP Diode, two etalons, a lens, a mirror and a CCD camera as shown in Figure A1.  

Etalons were used to control the spot spacing, linearity of the beams, and the number of beams in 

the array. A mirror with servo control is used to reflect beam array towards the camera. A CCD 

camera is used to monitor change in position of the reflected beams. The custom cell was placed 

26.67 ± 0.01 cm away from the camera and the cantilever is vertical to the optical table.  A signal 

with a 660 nm wavelength was generated from the laser. The single beam passes through x- and 

y-etalon to generate the beam arrays with 3 by 2 beam matrix.  An array of incident laser beams 

passes through the quartz window and electrolyte and collides on the back side of the cantilever.  

The reflected beams from the surface of the substate are detected by the CCD camera.  A 

diagram in Figure B1 demonstrates the example of the beam arrays on the CCD camera. In larger 

arrays, the spot spacing is measured between each beam in both the vertical and 
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horizontal direction and an average is taken to account for possible non-uniformities in the beam 

spacing. Changes in the distance between the laser beam array with time is recorded by the MOS 

system. The correlation between the distance between the beams and the wafer curvature that 

results is given by the following equation178:  

    ∆κ = 9(4)"9'
9'

5)((G')
$*0

                   (A1) 

Where the distance between the beams at time t is given by d(t), the initial distance between the 

beams is given by di, the distance between the substrate and the CCD camera is given by 𝑙, the 

refractive index of the solution is given by n, and the incident angle is given by  𝛼F178. 

C D 

Figure A1: A) Representation of kSA MOS Components, B) Laser Beam Array, C, D) 
representation of the geometry associated with curvature measurements conducted on a flat and a 
curved substrate, respectively.  

A B 
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Figure A2: Cyclic Voltammetry of Au vs Li cycled in 1 M LiClO4 in PC at 1mV/s during 2nd cycle. 
A) Current density, B) Stress generation C) derivative of the stress-thickness product versus the 
potential. (Argon environment). 
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Figure A3: Cyclic Voltammetry of Au vs Li cycled in 1 M LiClO4 in PC at 1mV/s during 4th cycle. 
A) Current density, B) Stress generation C) derivative of the stress-thickness product versus the 
potential. (Argon environment). 
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Figure A4: Cyclic Voltammetry of Au vs Li cycled in 1 M LiClO4 in PC at 1mV/s during 5th 
cycle. A) Current density, B) Stress generation C) derivative of the stress-thickness product 
versus the potential. (Argon environment). 
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APPENDIX B 

 

 

Elucidating Cycling Rate-Dependent Electrochemical Strains in  

Sodium Iron Phosphate Cathodes for Na-ion Batteries 

 

 

 

Note: The following article was published by the Journal of Power Sources, 507, 230297, 202.1 

The work concerning the modeling portion is shown here.  

 

B1. Introduction 

Recent concerns revolving around the relative scarcity and cost of lithium have resulted in 

increasing interest in rechargeable Na-ion batteries197,198. Sodium is a far more abundant material 

than lithium and is more evenly distributed throughout the earth crust 199. However, Na-ion batteries 

suffer from low capacity retention due to chemo-mechanical degradations in the electrodes such as 

the decomposition of organic electrolytes on the surface of the electrode, continuous volumetric 

changes in the electrode constrained by current collectors, and mechanical damages in the 

electrodes 200,201. Organic electrolytes decompose on the electrode surface during ion intercalation, 

causing the formation of a resistive surface layer on the electrode. Phase transitions commonly 

occur as Na ions intercalate into or out of the host lattice which creates volume mismatches. The 
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associated misfit strains can produce plastic deformation or amorphization in the electrode material 

and have negative impacts on reversible ion insertion and extraction processes 202,203. These chemo-

mechanical degradations can be further exacerbated by the larger ionic radius of Na cations (1.02 

Å) and their reactivity towards electrolyte species 204. Also, it is expected that a cathode electrode 

would be prone to mechanical deformations during Na-ion intercalation at faster rates due to kinetic 

limitation associated with slower Na-ion diffusion. Although these chemo-mechanical 

deformations have been intensively reported for Li-ion battery electrodes, the physical response of 

the electrode upon Na intercalation is expected to be different than ones during Li intercalation. 

Therefore, further studies are required to understand the impact of the Na ions on the mechanical 

stability of electrodes.   

Structural and interfacial instabilities in Li-ion battery electrodes have been studied by using  

analytical mathematical models and various advanced characterization techniques such as electron 

microscopy205–212, atomic force microscopy213–217, in-situ XRD218,219, and X-ray tomography220–222, 

dilatometry223,224, digital image correlation225–227, and in-situ curvature measurements137,145. 

Transport-mechanics couplings in the electrified interfaces and bulk behavior of battery electrodes 

have been investigated by developing a continuum-based model for Li-ion batteries. These models 

enable the prediction of intercalation behavior of Li-ions under various factors such as surface 

tension, scan-rate,  and morphology of the electrode149,228–233. The physical response of the Li-ion 

battery electrodes due to chemo-mechanical deformations has been characterized experimentally 

by monitoring stress and strain evolutions in the electrode via digital image correlation and 

curvature measurements. These in situ mechanical measurements shed light on complex reaction 

processes controlling the stability of electrode structure as well as its surface with electrolyte 

137,145,225,226,234. However, chemo-mechanical instabilities associated with interfacial and structural 

deformations in the cathode electrodes during Na ion intercalation are not well known.    
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Sodium iron phosphate was chosen as the cathode material to study rate-dependent and time-

dependent deformations by utilizing in situ electrochemical strains, electrochemical techniques, 

and a mathematical model. Olivine-type sodium iron phosphate (NaFePO4, NFP) is structurally 

analogous to the Lithium iron phosphate (LiFePO4, LFP) electrode, which is an inexpensive and 

environmentally benign cathode material widely used in commercial Li-ion batteries. Due to the 

performance of the iron phosphate framework in Li-ion batteries, NFP has attracted attention as a 

cathode electrode for Na-ion batteries. NFP has a theoretical capacity of 154 mAh g-1. The 

Michaelis group investigated the intercalation kinetics and electrochemical performance of NFP by 

using the electrochemical displacement technique 235,236. The Casas-Cabanas group monitored 

reaction mechanisms and associated structural deformations in the NFP electrodes via in situ x-ray 

diffractions 237–241. Previously, a methodology was developed to monitor the in situ electrochemical 

strain evolution in sodium iron phosphate electrodes using digital image correlation 225.  

The goal of the study is to explore the rate and time effect on the mechanical behavior of the 

composite sodium iron phosphate cathode. To achieve this, the in situ strain evolution was 

experimentally monitored in the electrode at different rates. In situ strains were monitored using 

the optical, full-field digital image correlation (DIC) technique. As expected, sodium intercalation 

causes volumetric expansion in the composite electrode and the volume of the electrode shrinks 

during the removal of Na ions. Although a large amount of the irreversible strain was detected 

during the first cycle, strains become reversible in the subsequent cycles. Noticeably larger 

expansions are observed in the composite electrode when cycled at faster scan rates. Strain 

evolution in the composite electrode is predicted based on the elastic properties of the composite 

electrode and atomic-scale changes in the crystal structures. Concentration gradients and mismatch 

strains inside the particles are also predicted based on the transport model. The experimental and 

modeling studies demonstrate the mechanical penalty in the NaFePO4 composite electrode at faster 

rates. 
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B2. Predicted Strains in Composite Electrode 

A typical composite electrode consists of active materials, conductive carbon, and polymeric 

binders. Conductive carbon and polymeric binders do not intercalate with ions, their function is to 

provide conductive network and mechanical strength in the composite electrodes 242,243.  During 

battery operation, electrochemical strains in the active materials during ion intercalation (e.g. 

NaFePO4) governs the volumetric changes in the composite electrode. Previously, the expansions 

in the Li-ion battery composite electrodes were estimated by considering the volumetric changes 

in the active particles and calculating the elastic properties of the composite electrode 244,245. The 

model assumes that lithium ions are uniformly distributed in the active particles. The model only 

considers elastic and reversible deformations upon reversible Li+ ion intercalation. Also, the impact 

of side reactions, defect formations, plastic deformations, and the formation of the cathode-

electrolyte interface are not included in the model calculation. The individual active materials might 

show anisotropic behaviors, however, the randomly distributed active materials in the composite 

network leads to isotropic behaviors in the composite electrodes at the length scales considered in 

the model. The predicted strains showed good correlations with the experimentally measured 

composite strains in Li-ion batteries when the electrodes were cycled at slow scan rates 244,245. 

Sodium-intercalation induced strain in the composite NaFePO4 electrode is calculated by adjusting 

the previous composite model for Na-ion batteries. Strains in composite electrode, 𝜖HI is computed 

as, 

𝜀HI = 𝜀JKL𝜙JKL + n
M()*

+
,-.

" +
,()*

o p #N/ −
#

N01/203/
q        (B1) 

Elastic properties of the composite electrode such as bulk modulus,	𝐾, are calculated by using open 

cell theory for anisotropic porous solid end S-combining rule 246. The volumetric fraction of the 

NFP particles, 𝜙JKL, in the composite electrode is calculated by measuring the porosity of the 

composite electrode. The model and porosity calculations are described later. The calculation of 
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the strain in composite electrodes requires information about the linear strains in the NFP particles, 

𝜀JKL, during Na+ ion intercalation. Changes in the lattice parameters can be used to calculate linear 

strains in the NFP particles. Previously, the Casas-Cabanas group intensively investigated the 

structural changes in the olivine NaFePO4 during charging / discharging by using synchrotron X‐

ray diffraction experiments 237–241. The intensity of the low angle diffraction peaks of the 

phases, unit cell parameters and cell volumes is plotted with respect to Na content in the electrode 

discharged at C/66 rate in Figures B3 and B4 using the previously published XRD study 240.  

 

Figure B1: Voltage and strain evolution in iron phosphate composite electrode during sodium 
intercalation in 1 M NaClO4 in EC/DMC electrolyte at different scan rates during the 4th cycle. 
Dotted points indicate the predicted strains calculated from the mathematical model. 
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Linear strain in the sodium iron phosphate electrodes was calculated from the changes in the cell 

volume of the electrode particles with respect to SOD. The predicted strains in the unconstrained 

composite electrode are compared with the experimentally measured strains during discharging at 

different scan rates in Figure 1B. In the calculations, the predicted strains were calculated between 

SOD of 0.25 – 0.65 to avoid the three-phase region at around 0.65 state of discharge. The 

corresponding discharge capacity at 0.25 SOD is 38.5 mAh g-1. The predicted strains were shifted 

by 0.41% to provide a better comparison with the experimentally measured strains. The model 

predictions resemble the experimentally measured strains at slow scan rates until discharge capacity 

becomes 80 mAh g-1. Note that the model assumes uniform sodiation of the sodium iron phosphate 

electrode and it is incapable of incorporating possible mismatch strains associated with large 

concentration gradients at faster scan rates. We hypothesize that the diffusion-limited concentration 

profile of Na ions in the electrode particles causes mismatch strains at faster scan rates. To further 

investigate, we calculate the concentration gradients and mismatch strain profiles in the electrode 

particle using Fick’s law.  

B3.  Predicted Na Concentration and Mismatch Strains in the Electrode Particle 

An analytical model based on Fick’s law and elastic deformation was developed to stimulate the 

concentration profile of Li ions and stress generation in various shapes and orientations of Li-ion 

battery electrodes203,228,230,231,247–249. We adopted previous diffusion-mechanics models of Li-ion 

batteries into Na-ion batteries to compute the Na concentration gradient and mismatch strains in 

spherical NaFePO4 particles.  In the olivine NaFePO4 structure, FeO6 octahedra connect with 

neighbor FeO6 by sharing corner in the ab plane, whereas PO4 tetrahedra shares corners and edges 

with the FeO6 octahedra. The structure provides open channels along the a-axis and b-axis for Na 

ions. We consider a simple problem of diffusion of Na ions within the sphere shape of particles 

with the radius, r. From SEM images, the average radius of the particles was around 125 nm.  The 

concentration of sodium in the particle is governed by time-dependent Fick’s law 231;  
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O5
O4
= P

C!
O
OC
sr$ O5

OC
t      (B2) 

The primary driving force for sodium diffusion is the concentration gradient.  GITT measurements 

were performed to calculate the diffusion coefficient of the sodium in the NaFePO4 particles (Supp. 

Information).  The diffusion coefficient varies between 1 × 10"#Q	cm$/s  and 1 × 10"#R	cm$/s 

during intercalation of Na ions. In the calculations, we assume constant diffusivity of  

2 × 10"#S	cm$/s and the stress-induced diffusion is neglected.  Initial and boundary conditions 

are given by; 

																																								C(r, 0) = 0 for 0 ≤ r ≤ R     (B3) 

D O<(D,4)
O4

= 0 for t ≥ 0      (B4) 

D O<(>,4)
O4

= -
1
 for t ≥ 0      (B5) 

At the surface of the electrode, current density, I is constant under galvanostatic discharging and 

it can be defined with the galvanostatic discharge rate as I = (C − rate) GU>
V

 where α and ρ denote 

theoretical capacity and density of the electrode, respectively. The C-rate represents the amount 

of time it takes to discharge the battery with respect to its theoretical capacity. C/A! is the 

maximum concentration of sodium in the NaFePO4.  In Figure 1B, the state of discharge at the 

end of the discharge was 0.27, 0.50, 0.62, and 0.84 when the electrode was cycled at 1C, C/4, 

C/10, and C/25 rates, respectively. To simulate the concentration gradients and mismatch strains, 

the electrode particles are discharged until the average SOD in the particle reached the 

experimentally observed SOD for four different scan rates in Figure B2. 
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As a reference point, the concentration profile of sodium is also computed when cycled at C/100 

until 0.95 SOD. The concentration 

profile of sodium inside the electrode 

particles is estimated by solving the 

partial differential diffusion equation 

using the MATLAB PDEPE toolbox.   

Figure B2 shows the distribution of 

sodium at different C-rates. At slower 

rates (C/100 and C/25), sodium is almost 

uniformly distributed along the particle 

radius. When the scan rate increased 

further, the concentration of sodium near 

the particle surface differs significantly 

from the concentration in the center of 

the particles. As a result, a large sodium 

concentration gradient is observed near 

the electrode surface at faster rates. The 

deformation mismatch due to the 

inhomogeneous distribution of sodium 

inside the electrode particle was also 

calculated by following the previous elastic model developed for Li-ion batteries 228. Mismatch 

strains are calculated as: 

𝜀(𝑟) = W(X)"W|245
W|245

      (B6) 

Figure B2: Na Concentration and Mismatch Strains 
in Electrode Particle: The sodium concentration 
profiles and the mismatch strains at five different 
scan rates. In the calculations, it is assumed that the 
electrode particles are discharged until 0.15, 0.27, 
0.50, 0.62, 0.84 and 0.9% state of discharge for 2C, 
1C, C/4, C/10, C/25 and C/100. The state of 
discharge values for each rate is chosen based on 
experimentally measured electrode capacity in 
Figure 5.  
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Concentration dependent-lattice parameters among the a-axis and b-axis are used to calculate 

strains. Shortly, the estimated concentration profiles throughout the radius of the electrode particle 

were converted into radius and time-dependent SOD and match with the lattice parameter in the a-

axis and b-axis from the Figure 3B. Steep concentration gradients at faster scan rates result in the 

generation of large mismatch strains in the electrode particle.  

The average concentration in the electrode particle (𝐶Z̅[I , where 𝐶Z̅[I = 𝐶/𝐶/A!	 ), average 

mismatch strains in the particle along a-axis (𝜀Z,Z[I) and b-axis (𝜀\,Z[I) are calculated from the 

simulation and tabulated in Table 1B. Average values are calculated via ΦZ[I =
∫ ^65 _X

∫ _X`̀`̀6
5

 where Φ =

	�̅�Z[I , 𝜀Z	𝑜𝑟	𝜀\. The average predicted Na concentrations in the electrode particle at different rates 

are in good agreement with the experimentally measured Na content in the composite electrode in 

Figure 2B.  The average mismatch strain evolution per charge is greater in magnitude when the 

electrode is cycled at faster rates. These mismatch strains in the electrode particle leads to additional 

macroscopic expansions of the composite electrode at faster rates.  

Table B1: Average concentration in the electrode particle �̅�Z[I,  and mismatch strains in the 

particle along a-axis (𝜀Z,Z[I) and b-axis (𝜀\,Z[I). 

C-rates 2C 1C C/4 C/10 C/25 C/100 

𝐶Z̅[I 0.15 0.30 0.53 0.63 0.84 0.89 

𝜀Z,Z[I 	

/	�̅�Z[I 
6.17 6.19 5.21 2.08 0.53 0.10 

𝜀\,Z[I 	

/	𝐶Z̅[I 
6.91 7.00 5.95 2.55 0.63 0.14 
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B4. Discussion 

Rate-dependent strain rates with respect to the capacity in Figure B1 are associated with the 

generation of mismatch strains in the electrode. Mismatch strains, 	𝜀a(𝜈), can be generated due to 

rate-dependent concentration gradients in the electrode particle and volume mismatch between two 

separate phases in the electrode. The energy accommodation during mechanical deformations in 

the electrode widens the potential gap between the electrochemical redox reactions, which leads to 

higher potential hysteresis170. Zhu and Wang calculated the strain accommodation energy for 

LiFePO4 electrodes with 40-nm and 100-nm particle sizes. The bigger particles require large 

potential hysteresis to accommodate the volume differences between Li-rich and Li-poor phases 

250. Synchrotron X-ray diffraction and pair distribution function analysis suggest NaFePO4 

accommodates discontinuous volume changes in the electrode by forming short-range amorphous 

phases 202. Operando synchrotron study also suggested the formation of mismatch strains on 

NaFePO4 cathodes induces cost of mechanical energy, which causes larger potential hysteresis 

between redox reactions 251. The analytical model predicted sharper concentration gradients and 

localized strain generation near the electrode surface during Li-ion intercalation electrode 149,228–233. 

In situ stress measurements and finite strain model demonstrated local stress gradients near the Si 

thin film electrode surface due to sharp concentration gradients near surface 252,253. The transport 

model only simulates the rate-induced concentration gradient within the solid solution (Figure B2). 

The model predicts sharp concentration gradients of Na near the electrode surface at higher rates, 

which contributes to greater mismatch strains (Table B1). It should be noted that large 

concentration gradients impede the volume mismatch between two separate phases in the electrode. 

Although predicted strain values do not incorporate the phase separation factor, it demonstrates the 

contribution of sharp concentration gradients at faster rates on the mismatch strains.  
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B5. Conclusions 

A better understanding of the rate effect on electrode mechanics is required to develop new 

electrodes with better rate-capabilities. In this work, the impact of scan rate on electrochemical 

strain generations in the NaFePO4 composite cathode for Na-ion batteries was studied.  Digital 

image correlation was used to monitor strain generation in the composite cathode during cycling at 

different scan rates. Experimental strain measurements were compared with the predictions from 

an analytical model for composite electrodes based on uniform elastic deformations and 

intercalation-induced structural changes in the NFP particles. A transport-mechanics model is 

developed to predict the concentration profile of Na in the electrode particles and associated 

mismatch strains at different scan rates. When considering commercial electrodes being 

constrained by current collectors and battery packing, these constrained electrodes will be more 

prone to mechanical degradations at faster rates due to larger electrochemical strains. Mechanical 

instabilities in the electrode particles will shorten the lifetime and worsen the performance of the 

battery electrodes.  
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Figure B3: The lattice parameters for each direction of the unit cell, as well as the total change in 

the unit cell volume were calculated by using in-situ XRD during the sodiation of NaxFePO4 at 

C/66. The figure is regenerated from the previous publication 240. 
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Figure B4: The change in the total unit cell volume during sodiation at C/66 is compared to the 

change in the unit cell volume change for each phase of NaxFePO4. This figure is regenerated from 

a previous publication240. 

B6 Predicting Strains in Composite Electrode 

To investigate the strain on an unconstrained NaFePO4 electrode during sodiation, the properties 

of the composite electrode were analyzed by assuming that the NaFePO4 composite consists of a 

porous matrix of conductive carbon, Super P, and CMC binder 226. 

Table B2: Material Properties of the Composite Electrode Matrix 

Material Properties of the Composite Electrode Matrix 
Material Fraction of Total 

Mass 
Density 
(g/cm3) 

Elastic 
Modulus (GPa) 

Poisson’s Ratio 

NaFePO4 0.8 3.53 [254] 84𝑥10b  0.25 [255] 
CMC binder 0.1 1.6 [256] 1.2𝑥10b 0.45 [226] 
Super P 0.1 1.9 [257] 32.47𝑥10b 0.315 [226] 
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The lower bound of the effective shear modulus containing both carbon black particles and CMC 

binder where Km is the bulk modulus of the matrix of carbon black and CMC binder particles. 

The bulk modulus of the carbon black is Kcb and that of the CMC binder is Kcmc.  Gm is the shear 

modulus of the matrix of carbon black and CMC binder particles. The shear modulus of the 

carbon black is Gcb and that of the CMC binder is Gcmc. 

                       																				 #
N.

= c.,88
N88

+ c.,8.8
N8.8

                                           (B7) 

Lower bound of the bulk modulus containing both carbon black particles and CMC binder is: 

                                                         #
d.

= c.,88
d88

+ c.,8.8
d8.8

               (B8) 

Where: 

                                                𝜙e,HeH =
c8.8

c8.8%c88
         (B9) 

    𝜙e,H\ =
c88

c8.8%c88
                            (B10) 

Kpm is the bulk modulus of a porous matrix of with solid components carbon black and CMC 

binder. 

   𝐾fe = p #
V(#"$g-.)

q s N.d.
VN.%d.

t sh-.
h.
t
$
             (B11) 

Where the densities of the porous and solid matrices are: 

𝜌e = 𝜙e,HH𝜌HH + 𝜙e,HeH𝜌HeH     (B12) 

    𝜌fe = 𝜙fe,HH𝜌HH + 𝜙fe,HeH𝜌HeH                (B13) 

The volume fractions of the conductive carbon and the CMC binder in the porous matrix is given 

by: 

    𝜙fe,HeH =
c8.8
c-.

                        (B14) 

                 𝜙fe,H\ =
c88
c-.

                                           (B15) 
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The total volume fraction of the CMC, conductive carbon, and the porosity in the composite 

electrode is: 

   𝜙fe = 𝜙HH + 𝜙HeH + 𝜙f = 1 − 𝜙JKL                              (B16) 

The bulk modulus of the composite electrode 246 for NaFePO4 particles, Ke is: 

    𝐾HI =
N-.(#%c()*i9j)

#"c()*kj
                  (B17) 

Where: 

𝜒 = N()*"N-.
N()*"i9N-.

		     (B18) 

𝛹 = 1 +
c()*c-.(#"lc-.)(N()*"N-.)m

!(+;!<-.)
(+><-.) "

!(+;!<()*),()*
(+><()*),-.

n

N()*%
!(+;!<()*),()*
(+><()*),-.

(c()*N()*%c-.N-.)
               (B19)  

					𝛾 = $o∗"#
o∗

      (B20)   

The linear strain during sodiation of the composite electrode is: 

𝜀HI = 𝜖JKL𝜙JKL + n
M()*

+
,-.

" +
,()*

o p #N/ −
#

N01/203/
q    (B21) 

Where the average linear strain during sodiation is: 

𝜀Z[IXZpI = 𝜀JKL𝜙JKL + 𝜙fe𝜀fe    (B22) 

And the average bulk modulus of the composite electrode is: 

#
N01/203/

= c()*
N()*

+ c-.
N-.

     (B23) 

Table B3: Nomenclature for Equations  

Abbreviation Definition 

NFP Sodium Iron Phosphate (NaFePO4) 

ce Composite Electrode 

cc Conductive carbon 

cmc Carboxymethyl cellulose binder 

pm Porous matrix 
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APPENDIX C 

 

Standard Operating Procedure for the Operation of the kSA Multi-beam Optical Sensor 
(MOS) Curvature Measurement Technique 

 

 

 

 

Brief Experimental Study 

The kSA MOS system will be used to monitor the stress-induced curvature of a reflective 

substrate. An example of a cathode material used is a 50 nm Au thin film that has been deposited 

onto borosilicate glass. 

Procedure Description 

The kSA MOS system consists of a laser (AIGaInP Diode) with a focusable lens, an x etalon, a y 

etalon, a mirror with servo control, a lens, and a CCD camera. Each of these components are 

contained within the kSA MOS chamber.  

Procedure 

• Verify that all power cables connected into the back of the MOS are secure and also 

connected to the computer. 
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• Verify that the optical table is balanced by using the balancing tool. The balancing tool 

should be moved along the front and the side of the table and to make sure it is completely 

balanced. 

• The power supply to the MOS box should then be turned on (red switch on the back of the 

box) and the top cover of the MOS should be removed. 

• Using the kSA MOS software, the laser and the CCD camera should be turned on by using 

the input/output devices tab shown in Figure C1. 

• The maximum power that the laser can operate at is 75 mW, but a maximum of 70 mW is 

recommended. For the CCD camera, the exposure time can be controlled. The maximum 

exposure time is 5.00 ms, but an exposure time below 1.00 ms is recommended to increase 

the life of the CCD camera. The camera exposure is set to 1.00 ms, but when taking a 

curvature reference, the exposure time automatically adjusts to the optimized exposure 

level. 

 

                                       
 
                            Figure C1: Turning on and Setting Laser Power 
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• The custom cell should be completely secured to the aluminum breadboard on the optical 

table. Information about the custom cell can be found in Appendix D. 

• After the laser power and the CCD camera have been turned on, using Figure C1 as a 

reference, remove the x etalon to increase the intensity of the beam that will reflect off the 

cantilever surface. The x etalon is shown below in Figure C2. 

*Note: Decrease the laser power to 20 mW or less after removing the x-etalon to 

decrease the intensity. 

 
 

 

Figure C2: kSA MOS board layout 
 

• Align the custom cell so the laser beam is hitting the center of the cantilever. The 

microscope slide can be used to help with this. 

• The translation stage, along with the knobs located on the tilt/rotation stage can be used to 

position the 3 by 2 beam array into the center of the CCD camera. After the 3 by 2 beam 

array is in the center of the CCD camera and is shown on the MOS program (as shown in 

Figure C3), the x etalon should be placed back onto the MOS. 

*The x etalon should always remain at around a 45 degree angle from the laser so the 

laser beam does not reflect back into the laser (this could cause damage to the laser). 

 

Y Etalon X Etalon Laser Lens 

Mirror 
CCD Camera 
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                                                        Figure C3: Turning on the CCD Camera 
 

• The x etalon should be positioned so that two beams (horizontal to each other) are passing 

through it by using the microscope slide. 

• After positioning the x etalon, focus mode should be used as shown in Figure C5. The 

beams should be aligned by using the steps below: 

o A on the x etalon adjusts the horizontal spacing between the beams. 

o B on the x etalon rotates the angle of the beam array so the beam array will align 

in the horizontal direction. 

o A on the y etalon rotates the angle of the beam array so the beam array will align 

in the horizontal direction. 

o B on the y etalon adjusts the vertical spacing between the beams. 
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    Figure C4: X and Y Etalon adjustments 

 

Figure C5: Focus Mode  

• The MOS box should always be covered. To accomplish this, two screws should be 

placed (one in the center hole on both sides) on the side of the top cover of the MOS box 

and the Arbin cables should be placed on the custom cell. The optical table should be 

covered with the foam top cover and the black curtain should be placed over it before 

calibrating the mirror. Small changes like these can influence the position and clarity of 

the beams slightly. 

• The beam array should be aligned in both the vertical and horizontal directions by using 

focus mode. The mirror can be calibrated by selecting the mirror icon. The beams should 

resemble the beam array shown in Figure C3. 

A 

B B 

A 

B 
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Figure C6: Mirror Calibration 

• The servo control for the mirror in both the vertical and horizontal directions should be 

turned on. 

• A snapshot of the beam array in the CCD Camera should be taken.  

 

Figure C7: Mirror Calibration 

• After taking a snapshot of the beams, the “Histograms and Statistics” should be used to 

record the centroid location of the most intense beam (both the x and y coordinates). The 
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intensity of the beams only varies slightly. After the (x,y) coordinate is recorded, the 

snapshot can be closed. 

• The horizontal direction of the mirror should then be moved by 10,000 units (using the 

Move+ icon) and another snapshot should be taken. 

• After taking the snapshot, “Histogram and Statistics” should be selected again and the new 

centroid location of the beam should be recorded (x value only, the y value does not 

change). 

• The absolute value of the difference between the x values between the original centroid 

location and the new centroid location should be recorded. Label the difference X. 

• To obtain the units/pixel(x), calculate -10,000/X and record this value. It should be a 

negative number. 

• The “Home” should then be selected on the horizontal direction of the mirror to return the 

mirror to its original position. 

• The vertical position of the mirror should then be moved 10,000 units (using the Move+ 

icon) and another snapshot should be taken. 

• After taking the snapshot, “Histogram and Statistics” should be selected again and the new 

centroid location of the beam should be recorded (y value only, the x value does not 

change). 

• The absolute value of the difference between the x values between the original centroid 

location and the new centroid location should be recorded. Label the difference Y. 

• To obtain the units/pixel(y), calculate 10,000/Y and record this value. It should be a 

positive number. 

• The “Home” should then be selected on the vertical direction of the mirror to return the 

mirror to its original position. 
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• The “Properties” icon in the mirror control tab (Figure C6) should then be selected the 

units/pixel for both x and y should be inputted. 

• The Mirror Control should then be closed and Curvature Mode should be opened. 

 

 

        Figure C8: Curvature Mode Tab 

• Under “Run Name” on the Curvature Mode screen (shown in Figure C9), name the 

experiment. 

• “Detect” should be selected on the curvature tab (a box should surround each laser 

beam). 

• “Reference” should then be selected (as shown on Figure C9), followed by “Acquire new 

reference”. Then select “okay” to close the reference window. 

Curvature 
Mode 

Curvature 
Mode 
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          Figure C9: Curvature Mode Screen 

• The “continuous” icon should be selected followed by “start”. 

• Taking the reference lasts approximately 8 seconds. After the reference is taken, the 

“reference” icon should be selected again and the reference file should be loaded. 

• The “acquire new reference” icon should not be selected after loading the new refernce 

file. 

• The duration of the experiment can then be set and the experiment can then be started. 

• After the experiment has started, the “Spot Spacing Plot” and the “Real-Time Averaged 

MOS Data” can be viewed under the “View tab”. 

 
 

Important Notes 

• The MOS program should be started 10 seconds before the Arbin computer by setting a 

timer for ten seconds after the stress measurements begin so the time delay between the 

two computers is clearly documented. 

• The MOS should always be covered with its top cover and two screws should be placed 

(one in the center on both sides) on the MOS box. The optical table should also be 
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covered with the foam covering and the black curtain should be placed over it before 

calibrating the mirror. Small changes like these can influence the position and clarity of 

the beams slightly. 

• The intensity of the laser should be turned down to 20 mW or lower when the x etalon 

has been removed due to the high intensity of the beam and the class of the laser. 

• The “Laser is on sign” should be placed on both doors before running an experiment. 

• The optical components often become contaminated with dust particulates. NEVER 

attempt to clean the optical surface alone. Clean the surface of the CCD Camera, mirror, 

etalons, and lens with either ultra-high purity (UHP) nitrogen or argon if any dust 

particulates build up on the surface. Never use any chemicals, Kimwipes, or compressed 

air to clean optics. 

 

Work Location/Precautions 

Never overextend the cables or place anything on top of them.  A Class 3B laser diode will be 

used for the duration of the experiment. Always wear laser goggles when working with the 

laser and place the “laser is on” sign on the door before starting an experiment. The 

maximum output power is 70 mW and the wavelength is 660 nm. According to the Oklahoma 

State Institutional Laser Policy, having a Class 3B laser requires approval from the OSU laser 

safety committee and the proper training must be administered. 

Important Safety Note: 

• Properly fitting laser safety goggles should be worn at all times when working with the 

laser. The laser beam should never be looked at directly and the laser safety goggles located 

beside the optical table in room 238 should be worn when working with the laser. The laser 

beam should always be contained within the optical table walls in order to avoid possible 

exposure to incident beams. Exposure to laser beams could cause permanent eye damage. 
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Equipment 

AIGaInP Laser Diode- 660 nm wavelength, 70 mW 

• GHS categories: Laser Radiation, Avoid Exposure 

• GHS Symbols: Laser Radiation Hazard 

CCD Camera 

• GHS categories: Electrical Shock Hazard 

• GHS Symbols: Electrical Shock Hazard 
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APPENDIX D 

 

Standard Operating Procedure for the Assembly of the Custom Electrochemical Cell 

 

 

 

 

Brief Experimental Study 

A custom electrochemical cell will be used to perform in situ curvature measurements. An optical 

window is used so that a laser beam array can penetrate the surface of the cathode electrode and 

monitor the curvature. This custom cell will be mounted onto a breadboard and placed on the 

optical table in room 238. The kSA MOS system will be used to monitor the stress-induced 

curvature of the cathode sample that is used. 

Description of Procedure  

The custom electrochemical cell will be assembled in room 236 and will then be placed on the 

optical table in room 238. The cathode electrode will be placed in the cell outside of the argon-

filled glovebox. Then the cell will be vacuumed and the electrolyte along with the anode material 

(typically lithium foil) will be placed inside the cell inside the glovebox. The custom cell will be 

sealed inside the glovebox and will then be removed. 
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Procedure 

• Verify that the correct O-rings and the current collectors are being used. This can be 

determined by looking at material compatibility charts. The current collectors used for the 

working and counter electrodes are different widths. The reason behind this will be 

discussed further below. The O-rings used must be compatible with the choice of solvent. 

There are two different sizes of O-rings that will be used for the custom cell. 

• Verify that all components of the custom cell have been cleaned by using a triplicate 

washing procedure (acetone, isopropyl alcohol, and ultrapure water respectively). After all 

components have been cleaned, the cell will be placed in the oven and heated to 100 °C for 

one hour to make sure that all the components have been thoroughly dried. 

• After all the components have been cleaned, place the O-rings inside the custom cell. One 

O-ring will be placed inside each current collector as shown below in Figure D1. Two O-

rings will be placed inside the O-ring groove that is located on both sides of the custom 

cell. The optical window will be placed above these O-rings on each side of the cell. Also, 

an O-ring will be placed inside the O-ring groove on the front stainless-steel plate (that 

secures the top optical window closest to the cantilever) and the back stainless-steel plate 

(that secures the optical window closest to the lithium foil at the back of the cell). 

 
Figure D1: Images of the O-rings used for the current collectors (top), the cell (bottom), 
and the stainless steel plates (bottom) 
 

A B 
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Figure D2: Images of current collector that will be used for the lithium foil (left) and for 
the cantilever (right) 

 

• After the O-rings are placed inside the cell, the cantilever should be prepared. The 

dimensions of the cantilever should be 3.9 mm wide and 22 mm long. These dimensions 

should be measured using a vernier caliper. The cantilever samples are 22 mm by 22 mm 

squares. They will be cut to 3.9 mm by 22 mm samples by using a diamond point pen 

shown below. The samples should be cut with the diamond tip pen on a clean surface. If 

the surface of the cantilever gets scratched during preparation, discard the sample and 

repeat the process. 

 

 
Figure 3D: Image of the Au cantilever samples and the diamond tipped pen 

 

• After cutting the cantilever, place it inside the wide current collector as shown in Figure 

D6. The screws should be slightly loosened so the cantilever can be placed under the top 

cover of the current collector. The side containing the Au thin film should face away from 

the screws on the current collector. After the Au cantilever is positioned inside the two 
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screws, the screws should be tightened with a similar amount of force. Examine the current 

collector to make sure it is properly tightened. 

• The stainless-steel rod for the current collector should then be screwed into the top of the 

current collector from the outside of the cell. This will require the current collector to be 

held inside the cell while the stainless-steel rod is being screwed into the top. After the 

stainless-steel rod has been screwed in, a stainless-steel cap will be placed over the rod on 

the outside of the cell to hold the current collector into place. 

• The Au thin film should face the back of the cell where the lithium foil will be placed. 

After placing the cantilever inside the cell, the PTFE filler should be placed inside as shown 

in Figure D6. The PTFE filler is used to decrease the volume of electrolyte that is required 

to immerse the cantilever inside the cell. 

• After placing the cantilever and PTFE filler inside the cell, place the PTFE tape shown in 

Figure D4 onto either the PTFE plug (for Li-ion) or the PTFE barbed adapter (for Li-O2). 

This provides an extra seal to make sure that no ambient air enters the cell.  

 

 
Figure D4: Image of the PTFE tape used to wrap the PTFE plugs or barbed adapters 

 
• For the Li-O2 battery, fluorinated ethylene propylene (FEP) tubing is placed inside the 

barbed adapter for better control of the oxygen inside the cell. Polypropylene tubing will 

be placed on the outside of the cell over the barbed adapters as shown in Figure D5. This 

tubing is not exposed to the electrolyte. It is only exposed to oxygen.  
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Figure D5: Image of the PTFE barbed adapter with tubing 

 
 

 
Figure D6: Image of the assembled cell outside of the glovebox in lithium-ion battery 
configuration (due to the PTFE plugs) 

 
• After placing the PTFE adapter or plug into the cell, all cell components will be placed 

inside of the argon-filled glovebox. This includes the stainless-steel front and back plates 

(with the O-rings inserted), the two quartz windows, the tubing and the tube clamps (for 

Li-O2 only), the stainless-steel rods that are attached to the top plate and connect to the 

bottom plate to seal the cell, and one PTFE plug or adapter (only one has been screwed 

into the cell). This piece will be screwed inside the cell after the electrolyte is inserted. 

• After vacuuming the custom cell components inside of the glovebox antechamber, the 

components should be taken out of the antechamber by opening the antechamber door 

while inside the glovebox. 

*Nitrile gloves should always be worn before using the glovebox 
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• After the components are removed from the antechamber, the lithium foil will be placed 

inside the cell. The lithium foil will be placed inside the current collector and will face the 

Au cantilever.  

• The lithium foil will be cut using the scissors that labeled “Lithium”. The length and width 

of the piece of lithium foil should be measured to make sure it is 3.9 mm wide by 22 mm 

long. Then it will be placed inside the current collector. 

• After the lithium foil is screwed into the current collector, it should be bent halfway to the 

end of the current collector and fold it down so it is parallel with the Au cantilever using 

the tweezers labeled “Lithium”. The lithium foil is very malleable and should be bent in 

the shape of an upside down “L”. This decreases the distance from the Au cantilever to the 

lithium foil. 

• The quartz window should then be placed over the side of the cell closest to the lithium 

foil followed by the back stainless-steel plate.  

• Another quartz window will be placed over the side of the cell closest to the Au cantilever, 

followed by the front stainless-steel plate. 

• The cell should resemble the one in Figure D7, but it will not have the electrolyte inside. It 

should also only have one PTFE barbed adapter (or PTFE plug). 

• The electrolyte will be inserted into the cell after this. All the electrolytes in the glovebox 

are labeled with the concentration of the salt/solvent used and the date that it was made. 

They are also wrapped in aluminum foil to prevent oxidation of the salts. Electrolytes are 

discarded after three months. 

• Place a 10 mL syringe into the electrolyte of interest. There will be an exposed inlet on the 

side that no PTFE plug or adapter was screwed into the cell. The tip of the syringe should 

be placed into this hole and fill the cell with 10 mL of electrolyte solution. 
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• After the cell has been filled with electrolyte solution, the PTFE barbed adapter or plug 

should be screwed into the cell. If the PTFE barbed adapters are used, the tubing should be 

placed over the adapters and use the tube clamps to seal the tubing. If the cell is being used 

in a Li-O2 configuration, it should resemble the cell in Figure D7 below. 

 
Figure D7: Image of assembled cell 

 
• Remove the custom cell and the used syringe form the glovebox by opening the small 

antechamber door. 

*After vacuuming the glovebox, the antechamber will still contain argon unless it was 

opened from the outside after vacuuming the components. 

• Open the small antechamber door from outside the glovebox. If the cell is being used in 

Li-ion configuration, then the area of the cantilever immersed in the electrolyte solution 

level can be determined. This will be discussed in detail later. If it is being used in Li-O2 

configuration, it will be saturated with oxygen first. 

 

Oxygen Saturation for the Li-O2 Battery Configuration 

• Before saturating the cell with oxygen, the compressed gas training certification should be 

up to date. The custom cell, a beaker with water, and two 10 mL plastic pipet tips should 

then be taken into room 238. 

• The custom cell should be placed onto the table located by the oxygen regulator. 
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• The custom cell, the flowmeter, and the oxygen regulator all have the same size tubing and 

connections to match this tubing size. Before turning on the oxygen, a plastic pipet tip 

should be placed into the tubing connected to the oxygen regulator. This should be 

connected to the inlet of the flowmeter. Another pipet tip should be placed into the outlet 

tubing of the flowmeter and be placed into the beaker full of water as shown in Figure D8. 

This prevents excess oxygen from accumulating in room 238. 

 
Figure D8: Image of the flowmeter inlet and outlet tubing 

 
• To turn on the oxygen tank, the valve connected to the ultra-high purity oxygen tank should 

be opened. The pressure of the regulator should be increased to approximately 5 psig by 

using the blue dial on the regulator as shown in Figure D9. After doing this, the small valve 

under the regulator should be opened to release oxygen. The flowmeter will begin to 

measure the oxygen flowrate. 

• Once the oxygen begins to be released, the pressure will begin to drop. The outflow 

pressure can be monitored by looking at the pressure gauge in Figure D9 labeled “A”. The 

pressure gauge in Figure D9 labeled “B” monitors the pressure inside the tank. 

• The pressure gauge should be increased to approximately 2 to 3 psig to make sure the 

oxygen is slightly above atmospheric pressure. This is required for the oxygen to flow out 
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of the tank. The flowmeter should be monitored to make sure that the oxygen outflow 

pressure on the regular remains around 2 to 3 psig and the oxygen flowrate is 45 mL/min. 

           
Figure D9: Image of ultra-high purity oxygen tank with regulator 

 
• After the oxygen flowrate becomes stable at 45 mL/min, the plastic pipet tip should be 

removed from the tubing connected to the flowmeter and placed into the tubing connected 

to the custom cell. 

• After the pipet tip has been placed in the tubing connected to the custom cell, the top of the 

tube clamp connected to the tubing with the plastic pipet tip should be slowly unscrewed. 

• After the tube clamp has been opened at least halfway, bubbles should begin to form inside 

the electrolyte. Then the tube clamp connected to the outlet tubing should be slightly 

unscrewed. This should release pressure associated with the oxygen flow inside the cell.  

• The opening of both the tube clamps connected to the inlet and outlet tubing should be 

tuned until the oxygen bubbling is very controlled and the bubbles are forming very slowly 

(1 bubble formed every 2-3 seconds). 

• Throughout this process the flowrate of the oxygen is still at 45 mL/min and the tube clamp 

connected to the outlet tubing has been opened slightly to prevent pressure from 

accumulating from inside the cell. 

Valve to control 
oxygen flowrate 
out of regulator 

Valve to supply 
oxygen from the 
tank to the 
regulator 

A B 
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• The process of opening the tube clamps to make sure the flow of oxygen is consistent (as 

seen by the bubble formation) should take approximately 1 minute at most. 

• A timer should be started to completely saturate the electrolyte solution with oxygen for 

45 minutes. Do not walk away from the cell after this or anytime that the tank is releasing 

oxygen. 

• After 45 minutes, both tube clamps should be tightened completely and the plastic pipet 

tip should be removed from the inlet tubing (can be either side of the cell- they are the 

same). The plastic pipet tip should be placed back into the inlet tubing for the flowmeter 

and another pipet tip should be placed into the outlet tubing. The outlet tubing should be 

connected to the beaker full of water. 

• The valve used to control the flowrate of oxygen out of the regulator should be closed, and 

the regulator pressure should be decreased using the dial on the regulator. After this, the 

valve on top of the oxygen tank should be closed. The flowrate on the flowmeter should be 

at 0 mL/min. 

 

Determination of the Active Area of the Cantilever immersed in the Electrolyte 

• There are two aluminum breadboards that are being used for the custom cell. One is on the 

optical table while the other is beside the computer and is attached to a steel rod and is 

shown in Figure D10. 

• The custom cell should be screwed into the aluminum breadboard connected to the steel 

rod by the computer. 

• Then, the USB camera should be connected to the computer and the camera application 

should be opened. 

• After this, images should be taken of the cantilever using the camera. These images are 

usually split between two separate images. One image is of the top of the cantilever to the 
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bottom of the electrolyte inlet/outlet hole. The other image is from the bottom of the 

electrolyte inlet/outlet hole to the bottom of the cantilever. The electrolyte inlet/outlet hole 

is very visible and is a good reference point for the camera. 

• The camera has been calibrated to obtain the pixel to length ratio by using a calibration 

card. This will supply the length to pixel ratio. The camera is calibrated every two weeks. 

• The pixel to length ratio should be used to obtain the length of the cantilever immersed in 

the electrolyte solution. 

           
Figure D10: Image of assembled cell on aluminum breadboard 

 
Placing the Custom Electrochemical Cell on the Optical Table 

• As mentioned previously, there are two aluminum breadboards used for the custom cell. 

One always remains on the optical table and is not moved. 

• The custom cell should be screwed into the aluminum breadboard on the optical table. The 

fourth screw hole from the top of the breadboard should be used. 

• Then, the kSA MOS software should be turned on and the beams should be aligned onto 

the surface of the cantilever as defined in the kSA MOS SOP in Appendix C. 

• There are three fine adjustments that will be used to align the beams onto the surface of the 

cantilever: the Z translator that controls the position of the custom cell which respect to the 
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optical table, and the Tip/Tilt and Rotation Stage. This stage is able to tip, tilt, and rotate 

the cell at a maximum angle of 4 degrees. The rotation knob is not needed since the 

cantilever should be perpendicular to the optical table. 

• The Y axis is controlled by the fine adjustment knob in Figure D11 and the X axis is 

controlled by the fine adjustment knob also shown in Figure D11. 

 
    Figure D11: Image of fine adjustments knobs on tip/tilt and rotation stage 

 

 
 Figure D12: Image of the z translator 

 
• After each of these knobs are used to align the beam array onto the surface of the 

cantilever, they should be locked. This is accomplished by tightening the screw on each 

of the screws on each of the knobs with a hex key. 

• After the beams are aligned and the knobs are locked, the banana clips should be placed 

on the electrical connections. The electrical connections are the stainless-steel rods 

sticking out of the cell as shown in Figure D13. 

• The red banana clip is the positive electrical connection and will be placed on the 

stainless-steel rod connected to the cantilever since the cantilever is the working 

Y 
X 

A B 
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electrode. The green banana clip is the negative connection and will be attached to the 

stainless-steel rod connected to the lithium foil. 

• After the connections are placed, the experiment can be started. 

 
Figure D13: Image of the assembled cell on the optical table 

 
Important Notes: 

• The optomechanics should always be locked before starting the experiment. 

• Always make sure that the banana clips are far enough away from each other so they do 

not come into contact and short-circuit the cell during the experiment. 

• Make sure that the laser is on sign is placed on both doors before running an experiment 

• Never touch the surface of the quartz window without gloves. 

 

Chemicals 

• Organic Solvents and lithium salts will be used to make the electrolyte solution. All 

solvents and salts are stored in the glovebox and are not removed. The lithium salts should 

never be exposed to moisture. The lithium salts and organic solvents used for Li-O2 

experiments are listed below. 

 

Figure 2: Diagram of Custom Electrochemical Cell Components

Electrical Connections

PTFE plugs for 
sealing cell Stainless Steel 

Current Collector

Aluminum 
Breadboard

Au Cantilever
Lithium Foil

Stainless Steel 
threaded rod with 
sealing cap

PTFE filler
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Diethylene glycol dimethyl ether (Diglyme) 

• GHS categories: Flammable Liquid (Category 3), Reproductive Toxicity (Category 1B) 

• GHS Symbols: Flammable liquid, may damage fertility or cause harm to an unborn child 

Dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) 

• GHS categories: Flammable Liquid (Category 4) 

• GHS Symbols: Flammable liquid 

Lithium nitrate salt 

• GHS categories: Oxidizing Solids (Category 3), Oral Acute Toxicity (Category 4), Eye 

Irritation (Category 2A) 

• GHS Symbols: Oxidizer (may intensify a fire), harmful if swallowed, could cause serious 

eye irritation 

 

Bis(trifluoromethane)sulfonimide lithium salt 
• GHS categories: Skin Corrosion (Category 1B), Acute Oral Toxicity (Category 3), Acute 

Dermal Toxicity (Category 3), Eye Damage (Category 1), Specific Target Organ Toxicity- 

Repeated Exposure: Oral and Nervous System (Category 2), both Short and Long Term 

Aquatic Hazard (Category 3). 

• GHS Symbols: Toxic if swallowed or if it comes into contact with skin, can cause severe 

burns and eye damage, can cause damage to organs through prolonged exposure if 

swallowed, harmful to aquatic life. 

Equipment 

Compressed Ultra-High Purity Oxygen Tank  
• GHS categories: Compressed gas, oxidizing gas 
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• GHS Symbols: May cause or could intensify a fire 

 

Custom Electrochemical Cell- PCTFE body with a stainless-steel front and back plate 
• GHS categories: No hazardous components 

• GHS Symbols: None 

Storage  

Always make sure that all solvents and salts used remain in the glovebox at all times and nitrile 

gloves are always used. 

Diethylene glycol dimethyl ether (Diglyme) 
Incompatibility: Keep away from heat and all ignition sources. 

Storage Conditions: Keep in a dry, cool, and well-ventilated place. Keep container tightly 

closed. Take measures to avoid static discharge. Always wear gloves when using this and 

dispose of it in the solvent container labeled diglyme. These containers are stored in the 

glovebox and under the fume hood. 

      Dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) 
Incompatibility: Keep away from heat and all ignition sources.  

Storage Conditions: Keep in a dry, cool, and well-ventilated place. Keep container tightly 

closed. Take measures to avoid static discharge. Always wear gloves when using this and 

dispose of it in the solvent container labeled DMSO. These containers are stored in the 

glovebox and under the fume hood. 
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